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Abstract 
This thesis seeks to discover the phonotactic constraints in four closely related 

Chinese Dialects, namely Xiamen, Quanzhou, Zhangping and Shantou Dialects, all 

of which belongs to the Southern Min family. The main focus of this thesis will be 

on the labial co-occurrences and nasalization. 

Data f rom the four dialects demonstrate that the four dialects in fact have very 

similar phonotactic constraints. All four dialects display co-occurrence restrictions in 

labial codas with other [+labial] segments, with a slight d i f ference in the 

co-occurrence of rounded vowels within a syllable. Also, occurrences and interaction 

of [+nasal] segments within a syllable are to a large extent very systematic, with a 

slight variation in Shantou nasalization. 

Studies on these two issues are not uncommon, especially within the autosegmental 

f ramework , but a more in-depth review of these analyses have shown that they have 

been inadequate in their respective ways, and especially challenges the supposed 

universality of OCP as a formal rule in UG. Therefore in this thesis, the Optimali ty 

Theory f ramework is chosen in favor of its universal constraints but 

language-specific rankings. 

In this thesis, I claim that: 

a. labial co-occurrence restrictions in the four dialects can be explained with the 

fol lowing constraints: O C P [ L A B ] & N O - C O D A , M A X - I O , U N I F O R M I T Y [lab], IDENTONSET, 

I D E N T - I O [ F ] a n d O C P [ L A B ] ; 

b. nasalization in the four dialects can be explained with the fol lowing constraints: 

i 



N A S V O I , R H Y M E H A R M O N Y , A L I G N - R , M A X N A S A L , * N A S A L V O W E L S a n d A L I G N - L . 

With minor adjustments in the rankings, the different restrictions in the four dialects 

can be accounted for. By comparing different rankings of the same set of constraints 

among the four dialects, I shall try to develop a Southern Min typology. This 

typology will be useful in future cross-linguistic studies on other Chinese languages. 
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摘要

本論文以優選理論(O ptim ality Theory)作框架，探討及比較四個關係密切的閩南 

方 言 （夏門方言、泉州方言、漳平方言和汕頭方言）之間的語音限制的異同。

這四個方言顯示他們有著非常相似的語音限制，尤以唇音特徵共現限制和鼻音 

化現象特別明顯。雖然四個方言各有少許分別 ’ 但整體來說’它們在唇音特徵 

和鼻音化上的語音限制是非常有系統的。關於以上兩種現象的硏究及分析其實 

並不罕見，但大部份文章都以自主音段音系學作框架，亦似乎未有任何十分完 

善的分析。本文將揭示這些硏究的部份不足之處’尤其是這些分析引申出來對 

普遍語法觀念的挑戰,從而闡明本文採取優選理論之優勝之處。

本文將逐步證明：

一 、四個方言的唇音特徵共現限制現象可以下列制約條件(con stra in ts)來解釋： 

O C P[L ab] & N o - C o d a 、M a x -I0 、U n ifo r m ity  [ l a b ] 、lDENT0nset、Id e n t-I O [F ]及 

O C P [L ab] ；

二 、四 個 方 言 的 鼻 音 化 現 象 可 以 下 列 制 約 條 件 來 解 釋 ：N a s V o i 、 

R h y m e H a r m o n y 、A l i g n - R 、M a x N a s a l 、* N a s a l V o w e l s及A l i g n - L .

這四個方言之間的不同之處可以簡單以制約條件的排序變更來捕捉，而不需爲 

每個方言特地設計專有的制約條件，爲閩南方言的語音限制提供了一個統一的 

分析機制。透過比較不同排序，本文最後將嘗試爲四個方言建立一個方言類型， 

而這個方言類型對於未來其他中國語言的跨語言硏究將帶來新觀點及突破。
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background of the Problem and Purpose of the Study 

With more than 100 symbols and about 50 diacritics and suprasegmentals in the IPA 

system representing all the known sounds of spoken languages in the world, it would 

seem easy to create different languages, or sound systems, just by randomly selecting 

sounds and putting them in a basket. However, the fact remains that certain sounds 

occurs much more frequently in languages of the world than some others, and 

bearing this in mind, it is apparent that it takes more than randomly assembling 

different sounds into systems to have approximately 7000 known languages in the 

world. One of the criteria in making languages as distinct as it is is the difference in 

sound sequences, or otherwise known as phonotactics. 

Phonotactics, which is derived from Greek morphemes phono- 'sound, voice' and 

taktika ‘matters pertaining to arrangement’) is a branch of phonology that manages 

the arrangement of phonological units in languages. Particularly, it deals with 

restrictions in a language on the permissible combinations of phonemes and the 

interaction of phonemes under particular environments. Phonotactics defines 

permissible syllable structure, consonant clusters, and vowel sequences by means of 

phonotactic constraints. 

Phonotactic constraints are language-specific; that is, each language has its own 

rules on what is considered as a legitimate sound sequence, and these rules differ 

'"Phonotactics." The American Heritage® Dictionary of the English Language, 4th ed. Boston: 
Houghton Mifflin, 2000. w\v\v.bai'tlebv.coin/61/'. 6 December 2007. 



across languages. For example, /st/ is a permitted sequence in English (/strit/ "street") 

while it is not permitted in Japanese. Similarly, /sr/ is a permitted sequence in Khmer, 

the language of Cambodia (/srei/), but certainly seems unlikely in English. However, 

on closer inspection, whether a particular sequence is or is not allowed also depend 

on the syllable structures of the language itself; perhaps /sr/ is not allowed at the 

onset position in English, but co-occurrence of the two sounds are in fact allowed 

given they are not in the same syllable (/das.ra.gaid/, "disregard"). It is the sets of 

different rules that each language has with regard to sound combinations that help 

make them universal yet unique in their own rights. 

Yet, the study on the phonotactics of the Chinese language, one of the largest 

language group in the world, has been shockingly disproportionate when compared 

to languages such as English or even some African tribal languages. The 

monosy 1 labic/monomorphemic nature of Chinese has somewhat masked its 

just-as-interesting facet of phonotactics. In addition, for the relatively few studies on 

Chinese phonotactics, a large amount has been done on Mandarin or Cantonese. 

This thesis aims to therefore discover the regulations governing the syllable 

structures of a Chinese Dialect other than Mandarin or Cantonese, and Southern Min 

is chosen for this thesis. We shall be generalizing and explaining the phonotactics of 

four sub-dialects from the same Dialect group, namely Xiamen, Quanzhou, 

Zhangping, and Shantou Dialects, by establishing relevant constraints and rankings, 

and compare their sets of rules to conduct a cross-linguistic restrictions on segmental 

sequences in the same Dialect group, and through this attempt to discover the 

general principles that govern phonotactics across the group of Dialects. 



1.2 Research Questions and Significance of the Study 

There are four main questions which I seek to find an answer to in this thesis: first of 

all, what are the constraints that govern the syllable structures in each of the four 

dialects? Secondly, how similar or different are the phonotactics found in the dialects? 

How, then, will these phonotactics be presented in terms of constraints in the 

Optimality framework? Finally, how similar or different will the constraint ranking 

be among the four dialects? The cross-linguistic restrictions on segmental sequences 

will shed some light on the general principles governing phonotactics across the 

Southern Min group. 

1.3 Scope of the Study 

Four variations of the Southern Min Dialects are examined in this thesis, namely the 

Xiamen ( Dialect, the Quanzhou ( Dialect, the Zhangping ( Dialect 

and the Shantou ( Dialect. For the time being, only monosyllables are being 

examined, as analyzing anything more than a single syllable will involve more 

complex issues such as assimilation or dissimilation rather than pure intrasyllabic 

phonotactics. Syllables that do not have corresponding Chinese characters (such as 

onomatopoeic words) are also taken into consideration as this is part of natural 

speech and should conform to phonotactic constraints like any other syllables. 

Data from the four dialects is collected from dictionaries and language books. If 

possible, more than one book from each dialect will be consulted to ensure 

comprehensiveness and minimize bias. Tone will be of little significance in this 

paper, as only the phonotactic constraints of syllables per se are being considered, 



and the effect of tone on well- or ill-formed syllable is not valid here. 

1.4 Thesis Organization 

This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents basic data on the four dialects 

which is essential in any further phonological analyses. Sections 2.1 and 2.2 present 

some basic background and the phonemic inventories of each of the four Dialects, 

which include onsets, nuclei, tones and syllables. Section 2.3 draws attention to 

some phonotactics which can be observed in each of the four Dialects, especially 

with regard to labial co-occurrences and nasalization. Section 2.4 concludes the 

chapter by generalizing the phonotactic observations made in the two areas across 

the four Dialects. 

In chapter 3, previous studies and researches that are relevant to this thesis are 

reviewed. We begin by introducing basic notions on autosegmental theory, followed 

by a critical review on a number of previous studies on Chinese/ Southern Min 

syllables by Yip (1988) Zhang (1991) and Chung (1996), to reinforce some 

important ideas that will be useful to our analysis later on. At the same time, we 

expose some inadequacies of these accounts, to justify the need to re-examine the 

phonotactic issues within an alternative framework, the Optimality Theory (OT). 

The basic framework of OT is presented in Section 3.2 and we will revisit the labial 

co-occurrence and nasalization phenomenon in Southern Min with this theory. 

The generalizations made in Chapter 2 are analyzed in Chapter 4, using the OT 

framework. Depending on the phonotactic phenomenon in each the four dialects, I 

propose relevant constraints to account for the respective phonotactic occurrences 



and customize constraint rankings for each of the dialects. 

Finally, with individual rankings for each of the four dialects established, we will 

develop a Southern Min Typology by comparing the four rankings. 

I conclude the thesis in Chapter 5 with a summary and some residual issues are 

identified. I will also suggest some areas related to this thesis which warrants future 

research on. 



CHAPTER 2 DATA OF FOUR SOUTHERN 

MIN DIALECTS 

2.1 Preamble 

The Southern Min Dialect (also known as Minnan Dialect) is a Chinese dialect 

spoken mainly in southern Fujian province of China and neighboring areas east of 

the province. Besides Fujian, Min is also spoken in Zhejiang, Jiangxi, Guangdong 

(Chaoshan region), Guangxi, Taiwan and Hainan. 

The Min Dialect group can be categorized into 6 sub-dialect groups: the Southern 

Min Dialect, the Eastern Min Dialect, the Northern Min Dialect, the Mid-Min 

Dialect, Qiongwen Dialect, and the Puxian Dialect. Despite being in the same (Min) 

Dialect group, they are not mutually intelligible^. Outside of Fujian, the major 

branch of the Min Dialect is the Southern Min Dialect. 

The Southern Min Dialect itself can also be grouped into smaller different dialect 

regions. Southern Fujian serves 'home' to three main dialect systems of Southern 

Min: Xiamen Dialect (also written as Amoy), Zhangping Dialect, and Quanzhou 

Dialect. A number of Southern Min variants are spoken in Taiwan and they are 

collectively known as Taiwanese, which contributes one separate dialect system, 

although it is very similar to the three Fujian systems mentioned above. The variants 

2 As with other varieties of Chinese, there is significant dispute as to whether Southern Min is a 
language or a dialect. This is not the main concern in this thesis. I will use the word 'dialect' to 
indicate that Southern Min is the subset of the Min Dialect and the Min Dialect a subset of the 
Sino-Tibetan language family. For a more in-depth discussion on the idea of 'dialect', please read 
Chapter 1 'The ideas of Chinese dialect classification' by Branner (1999). 



of Southern Min in the Chaoshan region are collectively known as Chaozhou (also 

written as Teochew). In southwestern Fujian, the Southern Min variants in Longyan 

and Zhangping form a separate division of Southern Min dialect systems on their 

own. 

Four dialects are chosen for this thesis: the Xiamen Dialect and Quanzhou Dialect 

from the Southern Fujian branch, the Zhangping Dialect from the southwestern 

Fujian branch, and the Shantou Dialect from the Chaoshan branch. 

2.2 Basic Data of the four sub-dialects 

2.2.1 Xiamen Dialect 

The Xiamen Dialect is considered the 'representative' of the Southern Min Dialect. 

As Xiamen is the principal city of southern Fujian, the dialect is considered the most 

important. The Xiamen dialect have played an influential role in history, especially 

in the relations of Western nations with China, and was one of the most frequently 

learned of all Chinese languages/dialects by Westerners during the second half of the 

19th century and the early 20th century. It is nowadays commonly spoken in Fujian, 

Guangdong, Taiwan and Hainan. Also, it serves as a 'lingua franca' among a large 

number of 'overseas' Chinese, especially in the Southeast Asia region. The Xiamen 

data used throughout this thesis is based on Zhou (1993)^. 

The data is 'double-checked' with data from Zhang (1996), Zhou & Ouyang (1998) for validity 
reasons. 

2 



2.2.1.1 Xiamen Onsets 

There are seventeen onsets (including null onset) in the Xiamen Dialect, listed in (1) 

('indicates aspiration). There are no complex onsets in the Dialect. 

Onset Example Onset Example 

P- pa ts- tsa 

P'- p'a ts - ts'a 

m- ma s- sa 

b- ba k- ka 

t- ta k’- k'a 

t - t a D-

n- na g- ga 

1- la m h- ha 

_ a 

In the Xiamen Dialect, the aspirated and unaspirated onset pairs (e.g. [p] and [p ]) 

are contrastive, and therefore come from two different phonemes. On the other hand, 

the phones [m], [n], [g] and [b], [1], [g] are found in complementary distribution: [m], 

[n], [r]] only occurs with nasalized rimes while [b], [1], [g] only occurs with oral 

rimes. The phonemic onset inventory can be summarized as (2): 



( 2 ) 

p p, m / b 

t t' n / 1 

ts ts' s 

k k' r) /g 

h 0 

One point to note is the complementary pair [n]/ [1] (also applicable for the other 

three dialects). Unlike [b] and [g], [1] is phonetically classified as a liquid and not a 

stop. Zhang (1996) agreed that there is doubt whether this [1] is a liquid or an 

alveolar stop [d], but in spite of this he suggested that it should be considered an 

alveolar stop, since its corresponding 'partners' are stops. 

2.2.1.2 Xiamen Rimes 

There are eighty-two rimes in the Xiamen dialect^ including the syllabified nasals 

[mj and [q"]. Since these two nasals can behave like rimes (they can stand alone, e.g. 

[i]] ‘‘ ” or combine with an onset, e.g. [hmj “ ),they are also included in the rime 

inventory. Below are the vowels, charted into six categories according to their codas 

(following the categorization used by Zhou, 1993) (note that the nasality of Southern 

4 Zhang (1996) has classified 72 rimes, which excluded [o~], [iu~], [iau~], [uai~], [ue~],[uai~], 
[au~], [iau~], [mJ and [o1 from those that Zhou (1993; with Ouyang, 1998) has identified. This is due 
to the divergence in what qualifies as a 'syllable'. As we shall see from the syllable chart in Appendix 
1 most, if not all, of these rimes are only used in syllables that do not have corresponding characters 
or onomatopoeic sounds. It is very likely that Zhang only included syllables that have written 
counterparts, while Zhou took into account all sounds that are produced by the speakers. I will, at 
least for now, follow Zhou's (1993) inventory, since being character-less do not reduce the syllables' 
significance in the language. Moreover, it is reasonable to take onomatopoeic sounds into 
consideration as well, because if these sounds also comply with our phonotactic constraints, it will 
further substantiate the sound system of this language. 



Min rimes is present in the whole of the rime domain, i.e. onglides and offglides are 

also nasalized (see Chung 1996). However, simply for the ease of reading, only the 

nucleus is marked 'nasalized'. The same applies to the other three languages in the 

subsequent sections. 

(3) a. Oral Vowels 

a 0 0 e ai au 

i ia io iu iau 

u ua ue ui uai 

b. Nasalized Vowels and Syllabified Nasals 

a 0 e ai au m, 

T • 

la lU iau 1 
1] 

ua uT uai 

c. Oral Vowels with Stops as Codas 

at ak ok 

ip iap it iat ik iak iok 

ut uat 

5 The nasalization diacritic only appears on the nucleus alone for ease of reading; nasalization in fact 
spreads to the onglides and offglides also. This applies to all the four dialects examined in this 
paper.Yip (1994) notes: "The sources show nasalization on the nuclear vowel, not the offglide, but 
Zhang and Zhu note carefully that the entire rhyme is phonetically nasalized." See Yip for references 
for the above papers by Zhang, Sheng Yu and Zhu, De-xi. 



d. Oral Vowels with Nasals as Codas 

am an aq 31] 

im iam in ian i>3 iao iog 

un uan 

e. Oral Vowels with Glottal Stops as Codas 

a~ o~ o~ e~ au~ 

•— 1 ia~ io~ • 

lU iau~ 

iT ua" ue~ ui uai~ 

f. Nasalized Vowels with Glottal Stops as Codas 

0 e~ au~ 

1 ia~ lau 

ue~ uai 

Both monophthongs and diphthongs are present in the Xiamen Dialect. In the case of 

diphthongs, an onglide and offglide can both be present with the nucleus, along with 

a coda, as in the case of [iau~], [uai~], [iau~] and [uai~]. It should be made clear 

that the rimes are 'decomposed' according to the sonority hierarchy. According to the 

sonority hierarchy, low vowels are more sonorous than high vowels. The structure of 

a syllable regulated by a universal principle known as 'Sonority Sequencing': "The 

sonority profile of the syllable must rise until it peaks, and then fall." (Roca and 

Johnson, 1999).When both high and low vowels occur within the same rime, it is 

assumed that the low vowel, which is more sonorous, is the nucleus, and the higher 



vowels which surround it are the onglide and/or offglide. 

Among the seventeen onsets, the phones [p], [t], [k], [m], [n], [q] can also function 

as Xiamen codas. An additional glottal stop [~] also appears in (and only in) the coda 

position. Again, like the onsets, there are no complex codas. 

2.2.1.3 Xiamen Tones 

There are seven (monosyllabic) citation tones in the Xiamen Dialect: five 

open syllables (syllables without stop codas) and two tones for checked 

(syllables with stop codas). 

tones for 

syllables 

(4) 

Open syllables 

55 1 pil 

Open syllables 

35 pi 

Open syllables 53 pi Open syllables 

21 pi 

Open syllables 

11 J piJ 

Checked syllables 
11 J pitJ 

Checked syllables 
55 1 pitl 

2.2.1.4 Xiamen Syllables 

The largest projection of a Xiamen syllable structure is C1G1VG2C2, where Ci is the 

onset, C2 is the coda, Gi and G2 are the onglide and offglide respectively, and V is the 

nucleus vowel. In spite of this, this maximum projection can only be achieved when 



C2 is glottal; or else G2 and C2 cannot co-exist, that is, a syllable which has an 

offglide will not have a nasal ([m], [n], [q]) or oral ([p], [t], [k]) coda, and vice versa. 

Only the presence of a nucleus vowel is obligatory in a well-formed syllable; it may 

be onset-less, glide-less and coda-less, such as [i] . 

The full syllable charts of the Xiamen Dialect are included in Appendix A. 

2.2.2 Quanzhou Dialect 

Quanzhou Dialect is most commonly spoken in the Quanzhou city area. It used to be 

the 'representative' of the Southern Min Dialect north of Jiulong Jiang in the 

Century, due to its important economic status as a the heart of transportation to and 

from China and other countries. Xiamen Dialect gradually gained more popularity 

over the Quanzhou Dialect in Qing Dynasty, when the Xiamen city took over 

Quanzhou city's status as leading transportation centre. Nonetheless, the Quanzhou 

Dialect is still a noteworthy dialect for investigation, since historically the Xiamen 

Dialect is a 'crossbreed' of the Quanzhou and Zhangzhou Dialects. The Quanzhou 

data used in this thesis is taken from Lin (1993). 

2.2.2.1 Quanzhou Onsets 

There are seventeen onsets (including null onset) that appears in the Xiamen Dialect, 

listed in (5) below (' indicates aspiration). There are no complex onsets in the 

Dialect. 



( 2 ) 

Onset Example Onset Example 

p- pa ts- tsa 

p - p a ts'- ts'a 

m- ma s- sa 

b- ba k- ka 

t- ta k - k'a 

t - t 'a D- qa 

n- na g- ga 

1- la h- ha 

a 

Like the Xiamen Dialect, the unaspirated and aspirated onset phones are contrastive, 

and therefore come from two different phonemes. On the other hand, the phones [m], 

[n], [q] and [b], [1], [g] are found in complementary distribution: [m], [n], [13] only 

occur with nasalized rimes while [b], [1], [g] only occurs with oral rimes. Like the 

Xiamen Dialect, the phonemic onset inventory can be summarized as (2). 

The phonetic classification of [n]/ [1] is the same as what has been said in Section 

2.2.1.1. 

2.2.2.2 Quanzhou Rimes 
There are altogether eighty-seven rimes, including the syllabified nasals [mj and [i]"]. 



Since these two nasals can behave like rimes (they can stand alone, e.g. [mj “ ”( 

combine with an onset, e.g. [pq] ‘‘ ,) they are also included in the rime inventory. 

(6) a. (Oral) Vowels 

a 0 0 9 e lU ai au 

i ia io iu iau 

u ua ue ui uai 

b. Nasalized Vowels and Syllabified Nasals 

a 0 e ai m. 

T • la • ~ lU iau i 
D 

ua uT uai 

c. (Oral) Vowels with Stops as Codas 

ap at ak ok 

ip iap it iat iak iok 

ut uat 

d. (Oral) Vowels with Nasals as Codas 

am am an ao 

im iam in ian io iag bi] 

un uan uaq 
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e. (Oral) Vowels with Glottal Stops as Codas 

a 0 0 9 e au~ 

• 
1 

• 
la iau~ • — lU 

u~ ua~ ue~ ui~ 

f. Nasalized Vowels with Glottal Stops as Codas 

a~ 0 e~ ai au" 

1 la • ~ ~ lU iau~ 1 
D 

uT~ uai~ 

There are both monophthongs and diphthongs in Quanzhou rimes. In diphthongs, an 

onglide and offglide can both be present with the nucleus, along with a glottal coda, 

such as [iau~], [uai~], [iau~] and [uai~]. Phones [m], [n], [13], [p], [t], [k], [~] are 

permissible codas in this dialect. Codas are all simple codas. 

2.2.2.3 Quanzhou Tones 

There are seven (monosyllabic) citation tones: five tones for open syllables and two 

tones for checked syllables. 
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(61) 

Open syllables 

55 1 pil 

Open syllables 

33 pi 

Open syllables 22 pi Open syllables 

24 pi 

Open syllables 

41 pi 

Checked syllables 
5 1 pitl 

Checked syllables 
24 pit 

2.2.2.4 Quanzhou Syllables 

The largest projection of a Quanzhou syllable structure is C1G1VG2C2, where C] is 

the onset, C2 is the coda, G] and G2are the onglide and offglide respectively, and V is 

the nucleus vowel. In spite of this, this maximum projection can only be achieved 

when C2 is glottal; or else G2 and C2 cannot co-exist, that is, a syllable which has an 

offglide will not have a nasal ([m], [n], [i] ]) or oral ([p], [t], [k]) coda, and vice 

versa. Only the presence of a nucleus vowel is obligatory in a well-formed syllable; 

it may be onset-less, glide-less and coda-less, such as [i] . 

The full syllable charts of the Quanzhou Dialect are included in Appendix B. 
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2.2.3 Zhangping Dialect 

The Zhangping Dialect is a sub-dialect of the Zhangzhou sub-system, commonly 

spoken in the Zhangping region, upstream of the Jiulong Jiang in Fujian Province. 

The Zhangzhou Dialect used to 'share' the Southern Min area with the Quanzhou 

Dialect, but the Xiamen Dialect gradually prevailed as the dominant Southern Min 

Dialect in the area, after the opening of the Xiamen city as an international seaport. 

Nonetheless, the Zhangping Dialect is still a noteworthy dialect for investigation, 

since historically the Xiamen Dialect is a 'crossbreed' of the Quanzhou and 

Zhangzhou Dialects. The data of the Zhangping Dialect below is based on Zhang 

(1992) . 

2.2.3.1 Zhangping Onsets 

There are seventeen onsets (including null onset) in the Zhangping dialect. The sign 

‘indicates aspiration. Again, no complex onsets are present in this dialect. 
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(61) 

P-

P . 

m-

Example Onset Example 

pa ts- tsa 

P'a ts'- ts'a 

ma s- sa 

ba k- ka 

ta k'- k'a 

t'a 0-

na g- ga 

la h- ha 

a 

In Zhangping, the onsets [p] and [p'] are contrastive, and therefore are two separate 

phonemes. However, for the Zhangping Dialect the status of the pairs [m]~[b], [n]~[l] 

and [i]]~[g] seem to be different from that in Xiamen and Quanzhou. See Section 

2.3.2.3 for further elaboration on this. 

2.2.3.2 Zhangping Rimes 

There are fifty-seven rimes, including the syllabified nasals [mj and [\]]. Since these 

two nasals can behave like rimes (they can stand alone, e.g. [mj " ’ or combine 

with an onset, e.g. [Iq]'‘ ),they are also included in the rime inventory. 
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(9) a. (Oral) Vowels 

a 0 ai au ei ou 

i ia io ie iu iau 

u ua ue ui uai 

b. Nasalized Vowels and Syllabified Nasals 

a 
• ai ei m, 

T ia • ~ 

le iau 
• 

0 

ua uT uai 

c. (Oral) Vowels with Stops as Codas 

ap at ak ok 

ip iap it iat ik iak iok 

ut uat uak 

d. (Oral) Vowels with Nasals as Codas 

am an ao 

im iam in ian io iao ioi] 

un uan uai] 

In the Zhangping rimes, both monophthongs and diphthongs are present. In 

diphthongs, an onglide and offglide can both be present with the nucleus. However, 

unlike the other three dialects mentioned in this thesis, there are no glottal codas. 

Possible codas include [m], [n], [q], [p], [t], [k]. 
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2.2.3.3 Zhangping Tones 

There are eight (monosyllabic) citation tones in the Zhangping Dialect: five tones for 

open syllables and three tones for checked syllables. The symbol (W) stands for wen, 

which means a tone used for syllables in "written form", and (B) stands for bai, 

indicating a tone used for syllables in 'spoken form'. The difference between the two 

is subtle, and since tone is not the main concern of this thesis, it will not be discussed 

here. 

(10) 

Open 

syllables 

24 pi 

Open 

syllables 

11 J piJ 
Open 

syllables 
31 pi 

Open 

syllables 

21 pi 

Open 

syllables 

53 pi 

Checked 

syllables 

(W) 55 1 pitl 

Checked 

syllables 
(B) 55 1 pil 

Checked 

syllables 

53 pit 

2.2.3.4 Zhangping Syllables 

The largest projection of a Quanzhou syllable structure is CiGiVX, where Q is the 

onset, G is the onglide, V is the nucleus vowel, and X is either the offglide or the 

coda. Since Zhangping does not have a glottal coda, this maximum projection can 

either have an offglide or a coda only; G2 and C2 cannot co-exist. Only the presence 
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of a nucleus vowel is obligatory in a well-formed syllable; it may be onset-less, 

glide-less and coda-less, such as [i] . 

The full syllable charts of the Zhangping Dialect are included in Appendix C. 

2.2.4 Shantou Dialect 

The Shantou Dialect is spoken in the Shantou city located in the west of Guangdong 

Province, and is the representative dialect of the Chaoshan branch (a different branch 

from the above three languages); yet, the Shantou Dialect is similar to the Zhangping 

Dialect to a certain extent, due to historical and geographical reasons. The data of the 

Shantou Dialect below is based on Lin and Chen (1996), compared with inventories 

by Zhang (1996) and Shi (1997)6. 

2.2.4.1 Shantou Onsets 

There are eighteen onsets (including null onset) in the Shantou Dialect (‘ indicates 

aspiration). Again, like the preceding three dialects, there are no complex onsets. 

6 Lin and Chen (1996) Zhang (1996) and Shi (1997) all provided Shantou syllable inventories. 
However, discrepancy in the rime section is quite big, which are all noted under respective tables. 
Here we will generally follow the inventory of Lin and Chen (1996) since Lin is a native Shantou 
speaker. However, in case of extreme discrepancy (i.e. sounds that are only documented in Lin and 
Chen and not the other two, or sounds that are documented in the other two but not Lin and Chen), 
then majority will be taken into consideration. It should also be noted that Shi's (1997) inventory was 
based on informants' production, so in cases where Shi's data deviate from the other two inventories, 
the possibility of transcription inaccuracy must be taken into account 
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(61) 

Onset Example 

po 

P - p'o 

m- mo 

bo 

to 

t 'o 

no 

lo 

Onset 

ts-

ts'-

k-

k’. 

g-

h-

Example 

tso 

ts'o 

so 

ZUI 

ko 

k'o 

DO 

go 

ho 

o 

Aspirated and unaspirated onsets (e.g. [p] and [p ]) are contrastive; hence they are 

phonemic. 

One distinct difference concerning Shantou onsets is that, unlike the other three 

dialects, the phones [m], [n], [i]] and [b], [1], [g] are also contrastive respectively (for 

example, [bakl] vs. [makl] [lekl] vs. [nekl] [gekl] vs. [qekl]). 

This will be further dealt with in Section 2.3.2.4. 
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2.2.4.2 Shantou Rimes 

There are eighty-four rimes in the Shantou dialect, including the syllabified nasals 

[mj and [i] .̂ Since these two nasals can behave like rimes (they can stand alone, e.g. 

[mj “ ” or combine with an onset, e.g. [hq] “ ”),they are also included in the rime 

inventory. 

(12) a. (Oral) Vowels 

a 0 e UI ai au oi ou 

i ia io iu iau • 

u ua ue Ul uai 

b. (Oral) Vowels with Nasals as Codas^ 

am aq 00 er) 

im iam if) iag ioi] 

uao 

r 
c. Nasalized Vowels and Syllabified Nasals 

a e ~ • 

ai au ~ • 01 6u m. 

T • ~ 
la 

• 10 lU iau 

ua ue uT uai 

f o]: Shi's inventory (1997) included the rime [11113] but not [Yq] (which is present in both Lin and 
Zhang's inventory), but it may merelybe due to a difference in transcription since the 
example characters provided in both rimes are the same, 

[om]: Shi had [om] but the other two didn't. 
[0]: Shi had [6] but the other two didn't. 
[ ] : Zhang had [ ] but the other two didn't. 
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d. Oral Vowels with Stops as Codas; 

ap ak ek Yk ok 

ip iap ik iak iok 

uk uak 

e. Oral Vowels with Glottal Stops as Codas' 

a~ o~ e~ iii~ ai~ aiT oi~ 

1 la 10 iiT iau~ 

iT ua~ ue~ 

f. Nasalized Vowels with Glottal Stops as Codas'‘ 

e~ ai au? 

• ~ ~ lU iau~ D 

uai~ 

[op] 
[ ]: 

[ai~]: 

ua~]: 
5~] 
ue~]; 

1 
UI J: 
lU ]: 
01 ]: 
m~]: 
O 
Ok] 
ap]: 

Shi had [op] but the other two didn't. 
Shi's inventory (1997) included the rime [uik] but not [irk] (which was present in both Lin 
and Zhang's inventory), but it may be merely a difference in transcription since the 
example characters provided in both rimes were the same. 
Lin and Zhang both included [ai~] but Shi didn't. 

Shi had [a~] but the other two didn't. 
Shi had [ia~] but the other two didn't. 
Zhang and Lin had [ua~] but Shi didn't. 
Shi had [6~] but the other two didn't. 
Shi had [ue"] but the other two didn't. 
Zhang had [ul~] but the other two didn't. 
Shi and Lin had [iu~] but Zhang didn't. 
Shi had [oT~] but the other two didn't. 
Shi and Lin had [m~] but Zhang didn't. 
Shi and Lin had [i]~] but Zhang didn't. 
Zhang had [i]k] but the other two didn't. 
Shi had [ap] but the other two didn't. 
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There are both monophthongs and diphthongs in Shantou rimes. In diphthongs, an 

onglide and offglide can both be present with the nucleus, along with a glottal coda, 

such as [iau~], [iau~] and [uai~]. Phones [m], [g], [p], [k], [~] can are permissible 

codas in this dialect. Codas are all simple codas. 

2.2.4.3 Shantou Tones 

There are eight (monosyllabic) citation tones: five tones for open syllables and three 

tones for checked syllables. 

(13) 

33 si 

55 1 sil 

Open syllables 
53 si 

35 si 

213vl sivl 

11 J siJ 

Checked syllables 
2 si~ 

51 si~l 

2.2.4.4 Shantou Syllables 

The largest projection of a Quanzhou syllable structure is C1G1VG2C2, where C] is 

the onset, C2 is the coda, Gi and G2 are the onglide and offglide respectively, and V is 

the nucleus vowel. In spite of this, this maximum projection can only be achieved 
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when C2 is glottal; or else G2 and C2 cannot co-exist, that is, a syllable which has an 

offglide will not have a nasal ([m], [n], [q ]) or oral ([p], [t], [k]) coda, and vice 

versa. Only the presence of a nucleus vowel is obligatory in a well-formed syllable; 

it may be onset-less, glide-less and coda-less, such as [i] . 

The full syllable charts of the Shantou Dialect are included in Appendix D. 

2.3 Co-occurrence Patterns 

From what can be observed from the syllable charts of the four dialects, there are 

two very prominent phonotactics involved in the Southern Min syllables -labial 

co-occurrence restriction and nasalization. 

2.3.1 On Labial Co-occurrence 

'Labial here not only indicates labial consonants, but also rounded vowels, since in 

various proposals regarding Feature Geometry Theory'^, the secondary articulatory 

feature [round] belong to the node of the primary articulatory feature [labial]. Due to 

the fact that there are no labiodental or labiovelar consonants in the Dialect, the 

labial consonants in Southern Min are all bilabial consonants. 

It may be worthwhile to clarify at this point that one of the reasons labials are 

relatively more likely to be subjected to co-occurrence restrictions has to do with the 

'harmony scale' proposed by Prince and Smolensky (1993). It is universally that the 

labial feature is comparatively less 'harmonious' than the coronal feature, in other 

12 More renowned proposals include Clements (1985), Sagey (1986) and McCarthy (1986). 
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words, labial feature is more marked than coronal feature. 

2.3.1.1 Xiamen Labial Co-occurrence 

There are four instances of labial co-occurrence in the Xiamen Dialect. Firstly, there 

are no constraints on the co-occurrence of labial onsets and rounded vowels, which 

include onglide, nucleus, or offglide . They can occur freely, as in (14): 

(14) Labial onset - rounded vowel 

[pu] [p o] 

[bo] 

[mau] 

[bua] 

[muT] 

However, co-occurrence of labials between the onset and the coda consonant is 

prohibited, such as examples shown in (15): 

13 The status of rounded vowels within the Southern Min syllable structure will be further discussed 
in Section 3.1.2. However, as far as this section is concerned, whether these rounded vowels are 
considered as glides or part of the nuclei is not relevant; the observations do not seem to make any 
distinction between rounded vowels in different syllable positions. 
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(15) *Labial onset — Labial coda 

[pat] *[pam] 

[P'it] m *[p’ip] 

*[miam] 

Co-occurrence of labials between rounded vowel and the coda is also forbidden. 

Rounded vowels (in either the onglide, nucleus and offglide positions) do not appear 

with labial codas. 

(16) *Rounded vowel - Labial coda 

[tim] *[tom] 

[tiap] *[tuap] 

[tau] *[taum] 

There are no two rounded vowels occurring in the same rime, like that shown in 

(17): 

(17) *Rounded vowel - Rounded vowel 

[tio] *[tuo] *[tou] 

[tiau] *[tuau] 

2.3.1.2 Quanzhou Labial Co-occurrence 

The labial co-occurrence restriction in the Quanzhou Dialect is identical to that in the 

Xiamen Dialect. First of all, there are no constraints on the co-occurrence of labial 

onsets and rounded vowels (onglide, nucleus, or offglide), as shown in (18): 
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(18) Labial onset - Rounded vowel 

_ [p o] 

[bo] [bua] 

[mm] [muT] 

Co-occurrence of labials between the onset and coda consonant positions is 

prohibited, as shown in (19): 

(19) * Labial onset Labial coda 

[pa] [pat] A *[pam] .. 

[p'i] [P’it] 

[mia] *[miam] 

=[p,ip] 

Co-occurrence of labials between rounded vowel and labial coda is also forbidden, 

as in (20): 

(20) *Rounded vowel - Labial coda 

[tim] *[tom] 

[tiap] *[tuap] 

[tau] 9d :[taum] 

No two rounded vowels are allowed to occur within the same rime, as in (21): 

(21) *Rounded vowel - Rounded vowel 

[tio] *[tuo] *[tou] 

[tiau] *[tuau] 
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2.3.1.3 Zhangping Labial Co-occurrence 

Like the Xiamen and Quanzhou Dialect, Zhangping also has no constraints on the 

co-occurrence of labial onsets and rounded vowels (onglide, nucleus, or offglide): 

(22) Labial onset - Rounded vowel 

[pu] [p o] 

[bau] [bua] 

[miau] [mua] 

Also, co-occurrence of labials between onset and coda is prohibited: 

(23) *Labial onset - Labial coda 

[pa] [pak] *[pam] 

[P’i] [P’it] *[p’ip] 

[mia] *[miam] 

Co-occurrence of labials between rounded vowel and labial coda is also forbidden: 

(24) *Rounded vowel - Labial coda 

[tim] *[tom] 

[tiam] *[tuam] 

[tau] *[taum] 

However, with regard to the co-occurrence of rounded vowels, there is one (but only 
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one) rime in Zhangping where two rounded vowels are allowed occur together: [ou]. 

(25) Rounded vowel — Rounded vowel 

[pou] [t’ou] 

[sou] [gou] 

2.3.1.4 Shantou Labial Co-occurrence 

Again, like the aforementioned three dialects, no constraints are placed on the 

co-occurrence of labia onsets and rounded vowels (onglide, nucleus, or ofifglide): 

(26) Labia onset — Rounded vowel 

[PU] [P O] 

[mua] [bua] 

[mou] 

Co-occurrence of labials between onset and coda is also prohibited in the Shantou 

Dialect: 

(27) *Labia onset - Labia coda 

[pa] [pak] 

[p'i] [P’ik] 

[mia] *[miam] ^̂  

([pam] 

'[p'ip] 

Co-occurrence of labials between rounded vowel and labial coda is also forbidden: 

This is a special case. See also Section 2.3.2 on co-occurrence of nasals. 
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(28) *Rounded vowel — Labia coda 

[tim] *[tom] 

[tiam] *[tuam] 

[tau] *[taum] 

For the fourth observation concerning co-occurrence of rounded vowels in a rime, 

Shantou slightly deviates from Xiamen and Quanzhou. There are two rimes (but only 

two) where two rounded vowels occur together: [ou] and [6u] (but not [uo] or [u6]!) 

(29) Rounded vowel - rounded vowel 

[toi] [tou] *[tuo] 

[h6i] [hSu] *[hu6] 

[tiau] *[tuau] 

2.3.1.5 Southern Min Labial Co-occurrence: A Summary 

It is evident that all four dialects are very similar in terms of labial co-occurrence. To 

briefly recap, all four dialects allow free co-occurrences between labial onsets and 

rounded vowels. However, all four dialects do not permit combinations of any labial 

onsets or rounded vowels with the labial coda consonants. Co-occurrences of 

rounded vowels are prohibited in Xiamen and Quanzhou, but even in Zhangping and 

Shantou Dialects where labial vowel combinations can be found, only the sequence 

[ou], but not [uo], is permitted. 
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Below is a chart that summarizes the observations made in the previous sections. 

(C: consonant; V: vowel; [+lab]: labial (feature); [+rnd]: round (feature)) 

(30) 

Xiamen Quanzhou Zhangping Shantou 

CoNSETl+lab]+VI+rnd] 

(e.g. po) 
Yes Yes Yes Yes 

CoNSETl+lab] + 

CcoDA[+lab] 

(e.g.pap) 

Never Never Never Never 

V[+rnd] + V[+rnd] 

(e.g. ou) 
Never Never 

Yes 

(but only 

one 

instance) 

Yes 

(but only 

two 

instances) 

V[+round] + CcoDA[+Iab] 

(e.g. top) 
Never Never Never Never 

It should also be noted that, in the cases of allowed rounded vowel combinations 

(which only occurs in Zhangping and Shantou Dialects), only the sequence [ou], but 

not [uo], is permitted. 

2.3.2 On nasalization 

The nasalization feature is very rich and very prominent, in the Southern Min Dialect. 

In fact the nature of nasality has been one of the most interesting topics for research 
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in Southern Min phonology. 

2.3.2.1 Xiamen Nasalization 

The nasal onsets and their oral counterparts ([m], [n], [q] and [b], [1], [g]) are from 

the same phoneme: [m], [n], [i]] only occurs with nasalized rimes while [b], [1], [g] 

only occurs with oral rimes 

From what is shown in the syllable charts in Appendix A, Xiamen nasal consonants 

and nasalized vowels behave in an asymmetric manner. Nasalized vowels are 

productive in the Xiamen Dialect; they are able to, and readily so, combine with 

non-nasal onsets, and the nasalized vowels and their oral counterparts are contrastive 

in nature, a substantiation of the rich-nasalization characteristic of the dialect: 

(31) (Voiceless) Oral onset --oral/ nasalized vowel 

[pt] [pi] 

[t'ua] [t'ua] 

[kTu] [kiu] 

[sT~] [si~] 

[ h e l [he ] 

[ts'o] 

In contrast, the nasal onsets [m], [n] and [q] can only join with nasalized rimes, such 

as that shown in (32): 
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(32) Nasal onset - nasalized vowel 

[ma] *[ma] 

[niau] '[niau] 

[0 '[oe 

In addition to the asymmetry described above, we can also see that nasalized rimes 

almost never occur with non-nasal voiced onset: 

(33) *Voiced oral onset - nasalized vowel 

[pT] [p’ri [ _ 

[tua] 

[kuai] 

[t‘ua] [nua] '[lua] 

=[luai] 

Furthermore, nasalized vowels never occur with nasal OT oral consonant codas, with 

an exception for the glottal 

(34) *Nasalized vowel — nasal/oral coda 

[sa] 

= [sam] 

[sa~] 

'[sat] (but [sam] ,[sat] ) 

[hia~] [hia~] (to hold with hand) 

s*[hiai]] '[hiak] (but [hiaq] ) 

Since in (32) nasal onsets must occur with nasalized vowels but in (34) nasalized 

vowels never combine with nasal codas, it can be derived that nasals onsets never 

combine with nasal (and oral) codas except 
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(35) *Nasal onset - Nasal coda 

*[mim]i5 *[man] 

*[nai3] *[niam] 

* _ n ] *[i]oi]] 

The generalizations made about co-occurrences of Xiamen nasals in the above 

tabulated below: 

(36) 

Oral Vowel 
Nasalized 

Vowel 

Voiceless Oral Onset Yes Yes 

Voiced Oral Onset Yes No 

Nasal Onset No Yes 

Nasal or Oral Coda Yes No 

complementary 

distribution 

2.3.2.2 Quanzhou Nasalization 

In the Quanzhou Dialect, the nasal onsets and their oral counterparts ([m], [n], [i]] 

and [b], [1], [g]) are from the same phoneme: [m], [n], [g] only occurs with nasalized 

rimes while [b], [1], [g] only occurs with oral rimes. 

Like the Xiamen Dialect, nasalized vowels and their oral counterparts are contrastive 

in Quanzhou: 

15 The non-existence of this particular syllable, among these examples, may have to do with more 
than the behavior of nasals; the co-occurrence of labials might play a part also. Refer back toSection 
2.3.1. 
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(37) (Voiceless) Oral onset - oral/ nasalized vowel 

[pt| - [pi] 

[t'ua] - [ t ’ u a ] 

[sT~] 

[km] 

[si~] 

[kiu] 

On the other hand, the nasal onsets [m], [n] and [q] must occur with nasalized 

vowels: 

(38) Nasal onset - Nasalized vowel 

[ma] *[ma] 

_ ] :[niu] 

[qSiT] *[i]au 

Nasalized vowels never occur with oral voiced onsets: 

(39) *Voiced oral onset - Nasalized vowel 

[pT] [P’"n [mt] 

[tua] [t'ua [nua] 

[ko ] [k ] 

=[lua] 

'[go 

Nasalized vowels never occur with nasal oral codas except the glottal [~]: 
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(40) *Nasalized vowel - nasal/oral coda 

[ sa ] [ s a ~ ] ( t o h u g ) 

*[sam]/* [sat] (but [sam] 

[hia] [hia~] (to get clothes etc.) 

*[hiai]]/*[hiak] (but [hiaq] 

Combining the observations in (38) and (40) nasal onsets cannot co-occur with nasal 

(and oral) codas except (also see labial co-occurrence regarding bilabial nasals): 

(41) *Nasal onset - Nasal coda 

*[mim] 

*[man] 

*[niai]] 

The table in (42) is a small summary of the nasality co-occurrence observations of 

Quanzhou. 

(42) 

Oral Vowel 
Nasalized 

Vowel 

Voiceless Oral Onset Yes Yes 

Voiced Oral Onset Yes No 

Nasal Onset No Yes 

Nasal or Oral Coda Yes No 

complementary 

distribution 
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2.3.2.3 Zhangping Nasalization 

The relationship between the nasal onsets and their oral counterparts ([m], [n], [q] 

and [b], [1], [g]) are less distinct in Zhangping than in the previous two dialects. 

Generally speaking, the nasal onsets [m], [n], [q] occur with nasalized rimes while 

[b], [1], [g] occur with oral rimes, which appear to be non-phonemic. However, (43) 

presents a number of exceptions where nasal onsets can combine with oral vowels, 

such as [mue] .Moreover, the pairs [m] ~ [b], [n] [1] and [q] ~ [g] are 'phonemic' 

(the pairs in (a) have the same tones, thus are minimal pairs; the pairs in (b) do not 

have the same tones, so they are only near-minimal pairs): 

(43) a. [mu ] - [ b u ] 

[goJ] 

[mo ] - [boJ] 

[mauJ] -[bauJ] 

b. [i]au ] - [gauJ] 

[nu ] - [lu 

[noJ] - [ loJ] 

[nau ] —[lau ] 

[qoJ] -

However, it should be noted that for the oral rimes that allow such combinations (w, 

o and au), there is no nasalized counterparts in the inventory (i.e. no w, d and au). 

Nasalized vowels and their oral counterparts are contrastive in nature: 

(44) (Voiceless) Oral onset — Nasalized/ oral vowel 

[pri - [ p i ] 
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[t'ua] - [ t ' u a ] 

[kCH] - [ k u i ] 

However, nasalized vowels never occur with voiced oral onsets: 

(45) * Voiced oral onset - nasalized vowel 

[pi] [p’r| _ *[br] 

[tua] [t‘ua] [nua] *[iua] 

[k i ] ] [k ] *[gi]] 

Like Xiamen and Quanzhou, the Zhangping Dialect does not allow nasalized vowels 

to co-occur with nasal OT oral codas, but Zhangping does not have the glottal coda [““] 

in the inventory, like the previous two dialects do. 

(46) *Nasalized vowel - Nasal/ Oral coda 

[ s a ] *[sam] / *[sat] (but [sam] ;[sat] 

[hia] *[hiai]]/*[hiak] (but [hiaq] [hiak] 

Combining the observations in (44) and (46) it can be inferred that nasal onsets 

cannot co-occur with nasal (and oral) codas (also see labial co-occurrence regarding 

bilabial nasals): 

(47) *Nasal onset - nasal coda 

*[mim] *[man] *[niai]] 
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The table in (48) is a small summary of the nasality observations of Zhangping. 

(48) 

Oral Vowel 
Nasalized 

Vowel 

Voiceless Oral Onset Yes Yes 

Voiced Oral Onset Yes No 

Nasal Onset Yes (?) Yes 

Nasal or Oral Coda Yes No 

2.3.2.4 Shantou Nasalization 

Like all three dialects above, nasalized vowels and their oral counterparts are 

contrastive like the preceding three dialects: 

(49) [pT] - [ p i ] 

[t'ua] - [ t ’ u a ] 

[ n - [ n 

[hTu] - [ h i u ] 

[he~] - [he~] 

However, in terms of nasal onsets, the Shantou Dialect is more like Zhangping, since 

it also displays evidence that the nasal onsets and their voiced oral counterparts ([m], 

[n], [g] and [b], [1], [g]) are not from the same phonemes, i.e. they are contrastive: 
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(50) [bak] vs. [mak] 

[ ek] vs. [nek] 

[gek] vs. [qek] 

Nasal onsets [m], [n] and [q] can occur with nasalized vowels as well as oral 

vowels'^. A few examples are listed in (51): 

(51) Nasal onset - Oral/ nasalized vowel 

[mT] - [ m i ] 

[na] 

[nak] 

[na] 

Given that nasal onsets can combine with both oral and nasalized vowels, the same 

cannot be said about oral voiced onsets they cannot co-occur with nasalized 

vowels. 

(52) * Voiced oral onset -Nasalized vowel 

[pt] [P’r] [ _ *[bi| 

[tua] [t‘ua:i [nua] *[lua] 

[ke] [k’e] [qe] *[gg] 

16 This 'irregularity' has posed difficulties to our analysis in Chapter 4. An unsubstantiated suggestion 
of how this may be resolved will be presented in Section 4.2. 
17 With one exception only: [zio] .Since this combination is so 'rare', in order to capture the system 
holistically, I will put this irregularity aside for now. There can be different reasons why this syllable 
exists but I am not in the place to explain in this paper. 
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Nasalized vowels never occur with nasal oral codas except [ ] : 

(53) *Nasalized vowel - Nasal/ oral coda 

[sa] *[sam] / *[sak] 

[hia] *[hiai]]/*[hiak] 

(but [sam] ,[sak] 

(but [hiai]] [hiak] ) 

Another aspect Shantou Dialect diverges from the other three dialects concerns nasal 

codas. Nasal codas do occur together with nasal onset (with the exception of bilabial 

nasal [m] onset and coda pair - the prohibition of such a pair may have to do with 

labial co-occurrence): 

(54) Nasal onset - Nasal/ oral coda 

[mil]] 

[nam] [n 13] 

[i]en] [qiag] 

The table in (55) is a small summary of the nasality observations of Shantou. 

(55) 

Oral Vowel Nasalized Vowel 
Nasalized/ Oral 

Coda 

Voiceless Oral Onset Yes Yes Yes 

Voiced Oral Onset Yes No Yes 

Nasal Onset Yes Yes Yes 

Nasal or Oral Coda Yes 
I I 

No 
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2.3.2.5 Southern Min Nasality: A Summary 

The four dialects exhibit interesting similarities and differences in terms of nasality 

in Southern Min. 

With regard to the relationship between onset and vowels, all four dialects allow 

voiceless oral onset - nasalized vowel combinations. Nasal onset — nasalized vowel 

combinations are also permitted, but interestingly, the oral (voiced) counterparts of 

these nasal onsets cannot combine with nasalized vowels; they are" in complementary 

distribution. However, the dialects are less consistent in nasal onset - oral vowel 

combinations, where Xiamen and Quanzhou completely prohibit their occurrences, 

Zhangping does allow them to a limited extent, and Shantou allows a relatively free 

occurrence. 

On the other hand, when codas (whether they are nasal codas or oral codas) are 

involved, nasality seems to be highly restricted. With the exception in the Shantou 

Dialect, codas block co-occurrences with either nasal onsets or nasalized vowels. 

Shantou tolerates nasal onset - nasal (or oral) coda combinations, but also disallows 

nasalized vowel - nasal (or oral) coda combinations. 

Below in (56) is a chart that summarizes the observations made in the previous 

sections. (C: oral consonant; N: nasal consonant; V: oral vowel; V: nasalized vowel) 

( 5 6 ) 
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Xiamen Quanzhou Zhangping Shantou 

NONSET + V 

(e.g. mi) 
Yes Yes Yes Yes 

NONSET + V 

(e.g. mi) 
Never Never 

Yes 

(although 

occurrence 

quite 

limited) 

Yes 

CoNSET [_VCC + V 

(e.g. pi) 
Yes Yes Yes Yes 

CoNSET l+vce] + V 

(e.g. bi) 
Never Never Never Never 

V + C/NCODA 

(e.g.Tt/Tn) 
Never Never Never Never 

NONSET + C/NCODA 

(e.g. min) 
Never Never Never Yes 

2.4 Generalizing the Southern Min Phonotactic Observations 

In the preceding sections we have tried to generalize some phonotactic observations 

present in the four Dialects, specifically with regard to labial co-occurrences and 

nasalization. We shall review these generalizations again in this section. 

(57) On labial co-occurrences: 

1. Labial co-occurrences restrictions are found in all four languages. 

2. Labial can occur in the onset position (as labial onsets), in the nucleus/ onglide/ 
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offglide position (as rounded vowels), and in the coda position (as labial codas). 

3. Labial co-occurrence restriction is least robust with labial onsets. It can co-occur 

with a rounded vowel, either in the onglide, nucleus, or offglide position. 

4. Co-occurrences of rounded vowels (e.g. rounded onglide + rounded nucleus, or 

rounded nucleus or rounded offglide, or rounded onglide + rounded offglide) are 

prohibited in Xiamen and Quanzhou. Zhangping and Shantou do allow this type 

of co-occurrences, but instances are extremely rare. 

5. Labial co-occurrence restriction is most robust with labial codas. Labial codas 

cannot co-occur with any [+lab] or [+round] segments within the syllable. This is 

true in all four languages 

(58) On nasalization: 

1. Nasal onsets occur with nasalized vowels freely in all four dialects. 

2. However, they never occur with oral vowels in Xiamen and Quanzhou Dialects. 

Zhangping and Shantou Dialects allow nasal onset-oral vowel combinations but 

occurrences are rare in both languages. 

3. Nasal onsets in Xiamen, Quanzhou and Zhangping Dialects cannot co-occur 

with oral or nasal codas. Shantou Dialect, however, allows free co-occurrences 

between nasal onsets and oral or nasal codas. 

4. In all four languages, nasalized vowels occur freely with voiceless oral onsets 

and nasal onsets, but never with voiced onsets. 

5. Nasalized vowels REJECT non-glottal codas altogether in all four languages 

(i.e. all syllables with nasal onsets or nasalized vowels are open syllables). 

From the above generalizations, a number of questions arise: 
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Why do labial co-occurrence restrictions differ according to their positions of 

occurrence in a syllable? 

Why do nasalization restrictions differ according to their positions of occurrence in a 

syllable? 

Do the above features differ underlying in consonants or vowels? 

Do these two phenomena have anything in common? If yes, what are they? 

These questions would be addressed one by one in the subsequent chapters. It is 

apparent, though, that the answers lie in two aspects: assimilation and dissimilation. 

In the next chapter important notions regarding Southern Min phonology and 

previous studies concerning similar issues will be reviewed. 
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CHAPTER 3 PREVIOUS STUDIES ON 

CHINESE/MIN PHONOTACTICS 

3.1 Autosegmental Phonology 

Autosegmental phonology (Goldsmith, 1976) was a modification of the 'classical' 

generative phonology. Classical generative phonology is based on the SPE (the 

Sound Pattern of English) model introduced by Noam Chomsky and Morris Halle in 

1968, which posits a linear model where segments form a sequence, and each 

segment represented by a '(distinctive) feature bundle'. It assumes two different 

levels of phonological representation: an underlying representation, which is the 

most basic (abstract) form of a word before any phonological rules have been 

applied to it, and the surface representation, which is the word actually spoken and 

heard by people. 

Such representation is problematic, as pointed out by Goldsmith (1976). The 

Absolute Slicing Hypothesis posed problems to some features that seem to overlap 

over a number of segments. On the other hand, the internal representations of 

segments may not be adequately refined, which poses difficulties with contour 

segments in which a particular sequence of feature values is crucial in a single 

segmental position. Goldsmith provided evidence against the SPE model, such as the 

representation of contour tones, tone stability regardless of segment deletion, melody 

levels, floating tones, and automatic spreading (for more in-depth arguments see 

Goldsmith 1976). He suggests a model where, for example, the tone is in fact 

'separate' from other features of a segment, and that phonological processes on tone 
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(59) Vocalic tier: 

Consonantal tier: 

One important consequence of such an account is the 'adjacency' of phonemes. 

Although on the surface [s] is adjacent to [a], but 'adjacency' of the phonemes is not 

perceived linearly but depends on the tiers the phonemes are lying on (McCarthy, 

1986) that is, [s] is in fact adjacent to [m] instead of [a] in (59) before tier 
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may extend beyond individual segments, as opposed to a binary representation of 

high tone/ low tone bundled up within a particular segment. Goldsmith (1976) writes: 

"Each [tier] is independent in its own right; hence the name, aw segmental 

phonology". 

Autosegmental Phonology is a non-linear approach that allows phonological 

processes, such as tone and vowel harmony, to be independent of and extend beyond 

individual consonants and vowels. As a result, any phonological processes may 

influence more than one vowel or consonant at a time. Unlike the feature bundles in 

generative phonology, the framework treats phonological representations as a 

collection of parallel tiers (multi-dimensional). Tones and segments constitute 

different tiers (consonants and vowels also make up different tiers, for that matter). 

Each tier contains individual segments which represent certain features of speech. 

The tiers are linked to each other by association lines that indicate how the segments 

on each tier are to be 'produced' at the same time. Surface structures of words and/or 

syllables are derived only after multiple tier conflations. For example, the Arabic 

word ‘samam ‘ (poisonous) can be represented as in (59): 



conflation. 

In Chapter 2, we have discovered a number of phonotactics among the four Southern 

Min Dialects; sequences involving co-occurring elements within a syllable, in 

particular the labial feature and nasal feature, seem to be avoided; a principle in the 

autosegmental theory, called the Obligatory Contour Principle (OCP) might play a 

role. We shall now review some of the important notions of the OCP discussed in 

previous studies which will pave way for our analysis in Chapter 4. 

3.1.1 Obligatory Contour Principle (OCP) 

The Obligatory Contour Principle (OCP) is a phonological hypothesis that states that 

sequences of consecutive identical elements are banned in underlying representations. 

The OCP was first proposed by Leben (1973, 1978) which was initially formulated 

to deal with the tonal phenomena and later extended to contend with segments and 

features. In McCarthy's (1986) words, "[a]t the melodic level, adjacent identical 

elements are prohibited". In other words, the OCP requires adjacent phonemes to be 

contrastive. OCP operates as a morpheme structure constraint (MSG): this means 

that morphemes cannot violate OCP in their underlying representations. Therefore, 

in (60a), identical tones cannot occur underlyingly, and identical tones on the surface 

must be represented by one tone associating to two skeletal slots. The same applies 

to segments in (60b). 
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(60) (from Yip 1988) 

($: tonal slot) 
$ $ $ 
I \ / 

L L 

(C: consonantal slot) 
c cc 

I \ / 

*$ *$ $ 

/ \ 11 
LL LL 

*C • C C 
/ \ I I 
t t t t 

For example, it is commonly assumed in phonology that no two consecutive low 

tones are allowed underlyingly; therefore the representations in the last two diagrams 

in (60a) are out. If two consecutive low tones appear on the surface adjacent to each 

other within a morpheme, one possibility is that the two slots are doubly-linked to 

one single underlying L tone (represented by the second diagram in 60a), or one of 

the tones are underlyingly not L but is changed by certain relevant rules. The same 

goes for segmental features such as (60b). The insight of such a postulation is that it 

is in fact possible to find surface representations that disobey this principle. 

The principle was later extended to play a role in the course of a phonological 

derivation. McCarthy (1986) proposes that the OCP can actively block or repair 

phonological rules, while Yip (1988) extends the role of the OCP to trigger rules as 

well. An illustration for OCP operating as a rule blocker is the Rendaku phenomenon 

in Yamato Japanese (as shown in (61), taken from Ito and Mester 1998), where given 

a compound word, the initial obstruent of the second morpheme becomes voiced (see 

61a), unless the second morpheme already contains a voiced obstruent (see 61b): 
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(61) 

a. /natsu + sora/ — natsuzora 'summer sky’ 

/kawa + hata/ —>• kawabata 'river bank' 

b. / ima + hebi/ — i m a h e b i (* ima + bebi) 'island snake' 

/mori +soba/ —> morisoba (*mori + zoba) 'soba serving' 

/onna + kotoba/ — o n n a kotoba (*onna + gotoba) 'women's speech' 

Such voicing rule is blocked by something called Lyman 's Law, which states that 

“[s]tems must not contain more than one voiced obstruent" (cited from ltd and 

Mester 1998:24). This is understood as when the second compound member already 

has the [+voice] feature, then Rendaku (the voicing process which adds [+voice] to 

the initial obstruent of the second compound member) will be blocked, thus will not 

be carried out. OCP prohibits two [+voice] features occurring together. 

As for OCP as a rule trigger, as Myers (1994:2) puts it, "if a violation of the OCP 

arises in the derivation through morphological or syntactic concatenation, some rule 

or operation must intervene to "repair" the violation". One common example is the 

plural morpheme ‘-s, in English. In English, adjacent sibilant sequences are 

prohibited. Therefore, when words that end in sibilants merge with the plural 

morpheme /s/, OCP will be violated. Thus OCP triggers a 'repair' strategy, that is, 

schwa ellipsis in these cases: 

(62) 'Classes —'classes /klaes + s/ —> [klssaz] 

'Age — 'ages, /e + s/ — [e 8z] 
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3.1.1.2 OCP and Labial Co-Occurrence in Chinese Syllables 

Data in Chinese seem to offer support for OCP, the most well-known being Third 

Tone Sandhi in Mandarin Chinese (see Cheng 1973; Shih 1986; Hung 1987; Zhang 

Z. 1988; Zhang N. 1997; Lin 2000, 2001, 2004a; amongst others). On the other hand, 

the first OCP regarding segments in Chinese was labial dissimilation, which was first 

pointed out by Light (1977, as cited in Chung 1996) but it was Yip who first 

brought the issue into the autosegmenta framework. 

Yip (1988) uses Cantonese as an example to illustrate OCR effects involving 

multiple labials (which is very similar to the labial co-occurrence restrictions found 

in the Southern Min Dialects), arguing that the principle operates as a general 

well-formedness condition in the grammar, acting simultaneously as Morpheme 

Structure Condition (MSG), rule blocker and rule trigger in a single language. 

According to her, there are three types of labial co-occurrence restrictions in 

Cantonese. The first and strongest type of prohibition holds within the rime: the 

combination of a rounded vowel (front or back) and a labial coda (e.g. *[tup], 

*[kym]) is completely impossible. The second (weaker) constraint holds between the 

onset and the nucleus. Labial onsets cannot co-occur with front rounded vowels (e.g. 

*[py], *[m q]) but are allowed to combine with back rounded vowels (e.g. [puk] to 

predict, [fu] husband). The third MSG involves the nonadjacent onset and coda pair, 

where labial onsets and codas cannot co-occur (e.g. *[pim], *[fap]) (with a few 

violations in onomatopoeic words). Zhang (1991) added a fourth constraint, which 

was brought up by Yip but never quite discussed, regarding labialized onsets and 
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labial codas'^: labialized velar onsets cannot co-occur with back rounded vowels and 

labial codas (e.g. *[k au], *[k im]). 

Yip notices that the tolerance of front and back rounded vowels in Cantonese labial 

co-occurrence is different. According to Clements (1985) and Sagey (1986)'s feature 

system, the secondary articulatory feature [round] is dominated by the labial node 

(primary articulatory feature), which implies that when a sound is [+round], it is also 

[+labial] (hence a 'redundancy' to specify [+round] segments as [+labial]). In light 

of this, Yip (1988) proposes that "only front rounded vowels are underlyingly 

marked labial"; back non-low rounded vowels do not, yet, have the [+Iabial] 

feature 19. In other words, the labial feature is underspecified in back non-low 

rounded vowels; it is only specified after a redundancy rule. 

Based on Steriade's (1982) syllable-structure building rules, Yip proposes the 

following order for Cantonese, as listed in table (63a): 

18 The labiovelar /w/ is assumed to be a suprasegmental feature rather than an onglide by Zhang 
(1991), but he did not explain the rationale behind such assumption. 
19 This perhaps has to do with the common assumption that roundness is considered marked in front 
vowels but unmarked in back vowels (see Chomsky & Halle 1968). 
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(63) a. 

Rules Effects 

(i) Create onset Prohibits co-occurrences of labial onsets and 

rounded (labial) non-low front vowels, 

e.g.*//? ], but allows co-occurrences of 

labial onsets and rounded non-low back 

vowels, e.g. [po] 

(ii) Apply redundancy rule for 

[+round] 

Rounded (labial) non-low back vowels get 

their [+round], [labial] feature 

(iii) Create codas'" Prohibits co-occurrences of labial codas and 

labia onsets and/ or rounded (labial) vowels 

e.g. p] *[papj 

According to Yip (1988), the OCP will first come into effect after the creation of 

onset. At this point, only front rounded vowels are marked [+round], [labial] whereas 

back vowels are still underspecified for this feature. OCP will block combinations 

such as *[p ] but allow combinations like [po]. After this, all rounded vowels will 

get their [+round], [labial] feature by the redundancy rule, and at the third step where 

the coda is to be attached, any labial codas will be banned from co-occurring with all 

labial onsets and/ or rounded vowels. 

However, she did not take the labialization into her account, and labialized onsets in 

2° Cantonese has a simple three-slot structure (onset nucleus offset, Zhang 1991) in which that means 
the last slot is either empty, taken up by an offglide (e.g. [pau]), or taken up by a coda (e.g. [pan]). 
Offglide and coda are mutually exclusive, thus Zhang has treated the offglide as being on an 
altogether different tier than the onset or the nucleus. The biggest syllable projection in Southern Min, 
on the other hand, involves both an offglide and a (glottal) coda, so it is not too senseless to assume, 
at least for now, that the offglide is closer to the nucleus and not act as the coda. 
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Cantonese indeed provide evidence that the rules she proposed above are slightly 

problematic. Under the current syllable-structure building rules, [k^] would have 

behaved the same as other labial onsets such as [p] and [m] (with a [labial] feature), 

whereas in reality, *[k^au] would be prohibited whereas [pau] and [mau] are allowed. 

Some adjustment on Yip's rules is certainly needed to discriminate labial onsets and 

labialized onsets. 

In response to Yip's (1988) proposal, Zhang (1991) revised Yip's rules and modified 

the application of redundancy rule in Cantonese by putting forward the concept of 

"trigger element", i.e. the redundancy rules is applied according to its trigger 

element^'. The OCP will then take effect at different stages, according to different 

trigger elements. In summary, if the trigger element is a primary articulatory feature, 

the redundancy rules will be applied after the creation of onsets but before the 

creation of coda, and OCP would come into effect before the application of the 

redundancy rules; if the trigger element is a secondary articulatory feature, then the 

redundancy rules will be applied after the creation of coda, and OCP would come 

into effect after the redundancy rules. The revised syllable-structure building rules 

for Cantonese are listed in (63b): 

21 Given OCP concerns at least two segments, Zhang (1991) defines 'trigger element' as the first 
segment in a linear sequence, whilst the second segment is defined as a 'target element'. 
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(63) b. 

Cantonese Syllable-Structure 

Building Rules (Revised) 

Effects 

(i) Create onset Prohibits co-occurrences of labial onsets 

and rounded (labial) non-low front 

vowels, e.g. YP ]’ but allows 

co-occurrences of labial onsets and 

rounded non-low back vowels, e.g. [po] 

(ii) Apply redundancy rules for 

[+round] (only if trigger element is a 

primary articulatory feature, i.e. labial) 

Rounded (labial) non-low back vowels get 

their [+round], [labial] feature after labial 

onsets 

(iii) Create codas Prohibits co-occurrences of labial codas 

and labial onsets and/ or rounded (labial) 

vowels e.g. *[pap] *[mop] 

(iv) Apply redundancy rules for 

[+round] (only if trigger element is a 

secondary articulatory feature, i.e. 

round) 

Prohibits co-occurrences of labialized 

onsets and labial codas/ rounded offglides 

e.g. *[ k'^au] *[gom] 

It must be noted that Zhang's suggestion (1991) still does not satisfactorily solve the 

Cantonese labial phenomenon, as in reality, Cantonese allows syllables such as [ k^o] 

( 'to pass') and [ k'^^oq]( 'mine'). In these cases the 'trigger element' should 

have been a secondary feature, and according to Zhang, the redundancy rules should 

have applied before OCP takes effect, banning these combinations altogether. This is 

subject to further investigation and analyzing, but is out of this paper's scope of 
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study. 

3.1.1.3 Application of OCP in Southern Min Dialects 

Having laid a simple review of OCP, we shall now attempt to explain a number of 

labial co-occurrence restrictions observed in Chapter 2 with the use of the OCP order 

described in Section 3.1.1.2. 

(64) Allowed co-occurrence of labial onset and rounded nucleus, e.g. 

[ ] ( u n s p e c i f i e d for [round], [labial]) 
I 
u (redundancy 
I (create onset) rules) 

C V • c V • 

[pu] 

p p 
I I 

[+lab] [+lab] 

P 
I 

[+lab] [+lab] 

OCP not violated 

The onset [p] and the nucleus vowel [u] initially lie on different tiers. After creating 

onset, the two tiers are conflated. Nevertheless, [u] is still unspecified in the labial 

feature, therefore OCP is not violated. After redundancy rules are applied, the high 

back vowel [u] has acquired its [+lab] feature, but OCP has already carried out its 

'inspection' and does not re-apply here. Thus, [pu] is an allowed combination. We 

now turn to a rounded vowel in the position of offglide: 
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(65) Allowed co-occurrence of labial onset and rounded onglide, e.g. [pua] 

[ ] ( u n s p e c i f i e d for [round], [labial]) 
I 
u a (create (redundancy 
I I onset) rules) 

c V V • C V V • c V V 

I . I I I I I I 
p p u a p u a 
I I I I I 

[+lab] [+lab] [ ] [+lab] [+lab] 

OCP not violated 

(66) Allowed co-occurrence of labial onset and rounded offglide, e.g. [pau] 

[ ] ( u n s p e c i f i e d for [round], [labial]) . 
I 

a u (create (redundancy 
I I onset) rules) 

c V V • C V V • C V V 

I I I I I I I 
p p a u p a u 
I I I I I 

[+lab] [+lab] [ ] [+lab] [+lab] 

OCP not violated 

The prohibition of co-occurring labial onset and labial coda can also be captured in 

the same way. 

(67) Prohibited co-occurrence of labial onset and labial coda, e.g.*[pam] 

a (create onset) 

c V c 
1 I 
p m 

I I 
[+lab] [+lab] 

C V c 

I I I 
*p a m 

I I 
[+lab] [+lab] 

OCP violated 
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OCP is immediately violated in (9) since both the onset and coda consonants lie on 

the same (consonantal) tier, and therefore considered adjacent to each other. 

In (68), redundancy rules are applied after the creation of coda, since in this case, the 

trigger element is a vowel with the round feature, which is a secondary articulatory 

feature. 

(68) Prohibited co-occurrence of rounded vowel (onglide, nucleus or offglide) and 

labia coda e.g.*tum 

[ ] (unspec i f i ed for [round], [labial]) 
I 
u (create (create (redundancy 
I onset) coda) rules) 

C V C • C V c • C V c • C V c 
I I I I I I I I I I I 
t m t u m t u r n *t u m 

I I I I I I I 
[+lab] [ ] [+lab] [ ] [+lab] [+lab] [+lab] 

OCP violated 

(69) Prohibited co-occurrence of rounded vowel (onglide, nucleus or offglide) and 

labial coda e.g.*tou 

[ ] [ ] ( u n s p e c i f i e d for [round], [labial]) 
I I 
0 u (create (redundancy 
1 I onset) rules) 

c V V • c V V • c V V 

I I I I I I I 
t t O U t 0 u 

I I I I 
[ ] [ ] [+lab][+lab] 

OCP violated? 

The co-occurrence in (69) is correctly avoided in the dialects in Xiamen and 
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Quanzhou, but such combination is in fact allowed in Zhangping and Shantou. 

Things are made more difficult with what happens in examples (70a) and (70b): 

(70) Prohibited combinations (but not ruled out by OCP) 

a. *[tuau] 

[ ] [ ] ( u n s p e c i f i e d for [round], [labial]) 

u a u (create 
I I I onset) 

C V V V 

(redundancy 
rules) 

V V V • c V V V 

I I I I I I I 
u a u t u a u 
I I - 1 1 

[ ] [ ] [+lab] [+lab] 

OCP not violated 

:[tuam] 

[ ] (unspec i f i ed for [round], [labial]) 

u a 

c V V V 

m 

(create 
onset) 

(create 
coda) 

C V V V 

u a m 

(redundancy 
rules) 

V V V • C V V V 

I I I i I I I 
t u a m 

[+Iab] ][+lab] 

u a m 
I I 
][+lab] [+lab] [+lab] 

OCP not violated 

Without any modifications, considering OCP on a linear basis as in the examples 

above will allow the above 2 combinations. The combinations of a labial onglide and 

a labial offglide or a labial coda like [tuau] and [tuam] seem to be a permissible 

combination, since they are not adjacent to each other even after tier conflation. 

However, this combination in reality does not exist. Therefore we shall now turn to 

another analysis: the effects of OCP with regard to syllable constituency. 
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3.1.2 Syllable Theory in Chinese and Southern Min 

Let us also examine the OCP effects in connection with the internal structure of a 

Southern Min syllables. Chinese syllables have been widely studied in different 

phonological frameworks. The traditional view on the Chinese syllable structure, 

known as the fanqie system, is that the syllable is divided into two main parts: an 

initial (onset) and a final (rime), and this view has been supported by many 

phonologists. However, the internal structure of the final (rime) leaves much room 

for discussion, depending on different dialects of Chinese. 

The constituency of Southern Min syllables has also been studied (Bao 1994, 2000, 

Chung 1996 1997). Below in (71) is the syllable structure proposed by Chung (1997) 

and Bao (2000) after studying cases in Taiwanese and Chaoyang, both Southern Min 

Dialects. The structure they proposed echoes the traditional structure in Chinese 

phonology: 

(71) (From Bao, 2000) 

syllable ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 

onset rime 

Ci Gm: onglide; 
Go offglide 

A number of studies support such a proposal for the structure of Southern Min 

syllables. Li (1985) investigated one of the secret languages (SL) in Southern Min 

called La-mi, which involved reduplicating the source vowel into two new syllables. 

The template for the secret language involves the first syllable retaining the source's 
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vowel preceded by an onset [1], and the second copying the base syllable's onset 

followed by a vowel [i]. The basic rule can be conceived as (72): 

(72) General Rule for La-mi SL 

#iF# #iF + m 

a. belts'aiJ— lei bil lai ts'iJ 

b. eJ hiau leJ iJ Haul hi 

‘head 

‘able 

Li observed that from his data, the medial glide (onglide) always followed the 

nucleus instead of the onset; Chung (1996) stated that, in fact, "everything following 

the glide constitutes a single rime". The data in (73) and (74) illustrates that the 

onglides u and i is always reduplicated along with the rest of the rime, but not with 

the onset ([pue] is recreated as [lue pi] rather than *[le pui]. They also shows that the 

offglide is reduplicated along with the nucleus vowel as well, supporting the 

treatment of the offglide, nucleus vowel and the offglide together as one 

constituent.: 

(73) (From Chung 1996) 

a. iaul3 — liau33 il3 

b. uai55 luai33 i55 

'crumpled' 

‘not straight' 

(74) (From Li 1985) 

a. pue kuan lue pi luan kin ‘to fly high' 

b. ts'iul siok liul ts'il liokJ sit 'procedures' 
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The data in above seem to support the constituency of Gm, V and G Where the coda 

belongs in the syllable structure is still up for debate now. Firstly, in Chapter 2 we 

have already seen that the coda is somehow complementary with the offglide, so 

there is an option in which we can treat the offglide and the coda as generated in the 

same 'slot'. However in (74b), we see that the offglide in [ts'iu] is retained only in 

the first syllable but the coda in [siok] is both present in the first and second syllable. 

Such an asymmetry confirms the need for treating the offglide and coda differently^^. 

For the time being, we can represent the possible structures as (75a) or (75b): 

(75) Possible Southern Min Syllable Structures 

a. (=71) 

syllable 

onset 

Gm: onglide; 
Go offglide 

syllable 

onset final 

Bao (2000) used partial reduplication of onomatopoeic 'phrases' to support his 

22 For more evidence relating to the different structures of offglide and coda, 
Structure' in Chung (1997). 
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proposed syllable structure. He employed examples from Yuan et al (1960)23 ^̂  

illustrate his point, shown in (76a). Assuming the third syllable is the 'base' syllable, 

he then derived his four-syllable onomatopoeic word like that shown in (76b): 

(76) a. p i li p'iak liak (sound of breaking) 

b. Base: p'iak 

Copy: p'iak p'iak p'iak p'iak 

Replace Ci: p'iak I'iak p'iak I'iak 

Replace R: p'i I'i p'iak I'iak 

(as cited in Bao 2000) 

He concluded that since in Replace R the nucleus and the coda are replaced 

altogether, this is substantiation that N and Cf form a constituency, namely R (rime). 

However, this analysis cannot explain cases of 'base ' syllables with nasal codas. He 

did acknowledge such problem, but did not provide any further explanations or 

amendments. 

Coming back to the analysis of labial co-occurrence, Chung (1997) and Bao (2000) 

both attempted to account for the dissimilation phenomenon using the syllable 

structure. Chung proposed a Domain Definition Rule and a One-feature Constraint 

Rule, which is represented in (77) and (78) (copied from Chung 1997): 

(77) Domain Definition 

O = onset 

ONC (ON) (C) N = nucleus 

Yuan, J.H. et al. 1960. Hanyu fangyan gaiyao [An introduction to Chinese dialects]. Language 
Reform Press, Beijing. 
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C = coda 

(78) One-feature Constraint 

*[( ) ( )]o 
I I 
F F 

a = syllable 

( )=fea ture domain (as shown in (77)) 

F = feature 

According to Chung's proposal, syllables like [pu] and [pua] are allowed since the 

labials in question are in the same domain, and the two segments are underlyingly 

linked to one single [+labial] feature, therefore abiding to the OCP and not violating 

the One-feature Constraint (see (21a-b)). Conversely, syllables such as *[pam] and 

*[tum] are prohibited, since both the ON Domain (pa-) and the C Domain (-m) have 

a [+labial] feature, and the One-feature Constraint is violated (see (79c-d)). 

(79) Illustration for Chung's labial dissimilation proposal 

a. [(P u ) ( ) ] c 
V 

[labial] 

*[(P a) (m)], 
I I 

[labial] [labial] 

b. [(p u a) ()]c 
V 

[labial] 

*[(tu) (m)]o 
I I 

[labial][labial] 

For syllables such as [pau], where a vowel lies between two segments bearing a 

labial feature, Chung argued that since the low vowel [a] is the only possible option 

in such an environment, this can be accounted 'by assuming that the low vowel a is 
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underspecified for the [labial]" (Chung 1996:238). He did mention that syllables 

such as [piu] is also possible but only in onomatopoeic structures. There is not 

enough data in this thesis to verify or falsify such claims, but structures like [piau] is 

rather productive and Chung never addressed situations where two vowels lie 

between the relevant labial segments. Another problem with Chung's proposal 

concerns rimes such as [ou]. In Taiwanese, [ou] is a prohibited combination, which is 

also true in the Xiamen and Quanzhou Dialect. Since the above proposal would have 

allowed such combination (the two vowels lie in the same domain and could have 

shared one single labial feature instead), Chung proposed another constraint: the 

Dissimilatory Constraint as in (80): 

(80) Dissimilatory Constraint 

*N 

X X 
I I 

[a back] [a back] 

This constraint excludes combinations like [ou] (and also combinations like [iVi] and 

[ie], which is also not present in Taiwanese, Xiamen and Quanzhou Dialects). On the 

other hand, Zhangping and Shantou Dialects do allow rimes like [ou] and [ie], and 

although such cases are limited, this already posed a challenge to Chung's proposal. 

Bao, alternatively, accounted for the labial co-occurrence phenomenon by the notion 

of 'sufficient embedding'. He proposed that 'labial co-occurrence is tolerated just in 

case one labial is sufficiently embedded' (dominated by two nodes), as in (81). 
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(61) 

Labial 

Labial which are insufficiently embedded, such as the configurations shown in (82), 

will not be tolerated: 

(82) 

Labial Labial 

*Rime 

Nucleus 
I 

Labia Labial 

Lime 

Labial Nucleus Labial 

In the above examples the labials are either ". . . immediately dominated by a 

common node [...], or they are dominated by a common node, and one labial is 

immediately dominated by one and only one node which does not dominate the other 

labial" (Bao, 2000). He generalized the above labial co-occurrence as (83): 

(83) Labial Co-occurrence Restriction (LCR) 

*[... Labiali ... Labiab."] 

Except when Labiali is the onset, and Labiab is the nucleus. 

The generalization above seems to be quite makeshift. Besides, it faces the same 

challenges as Chung's (1996) account: how can it account for the occurrence of [ou] 
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in both the Zhangping and Shantou dialects? Both accounts by Chung and Bao 

demonstrated the sensitivity of OCP to intrasyllabic configurations, but they do not 

seem to be able to give a good account for some minor dissimilarity among different 

dialects. 

3.1.3 Nasality in Southern Min 

As the data in Chapter 2 shows, Southern Min has a very rich nasality characteristic. 

Nasality can be present in onsets, vowels, and codas. However, also in Section 2.3.2 

it is observed that nasals behave in a particular manner. In this section we shall 

investigate the nature of nasality in Southern Min Dialects. Specifically, this 

dissertation employs the view brought forward by Yip (1994, 1997) and Chung 

(1996) that nasality in the four dialects is in fact a property of the morpheme, which 

is 'floating in essence' (Chung 1996). 

3.1.3.1 Nasal Consonants 

First of all, we shall explore nasal consonants in Southern Min. As previously 

observed, the nasal onsets [m-], [n-], and [q-] in the dialects of Xiamen and 

Quanzhou are in complementary distribution with voiced stop onsets [b-], [1-], [g-], 

which justifies the treatment of these onsets as allophones of the same phonemes. 

This is agreed by most (if not all) scholars researching on Southern Min Dialects. 

Tung's (1967, as cited in Lien 1998) remarks that initially, chronology-wise, there 

were only onsets [b-] [1-] [g-] and no [m-] [n-] and [q-], and there were no nasalized 

vowels either. Hence it is reasonable to assume here that the voiced oral onsets are 

the underlying phonemes while the nasal onsets are the allophones. 
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We now come to nasal (consonantal) codas. There are altogether seven allowed 

codas in the four dialects described in Chapter 2: [-m], [-n], [-13], [-p], [-t], [-k] and 

[-~] (Xiamen and Quanzhou have all seven; Zhangping does not have and 

Shantou only has [-p], [-k], [-m], [-13]). In previous literature, nasal codas [-m], [-n], 

[-1]] had been analyzed as allophones of the phonemic voiceless stops [-p], [-t], [-k] 

(see Tung 1957, Ting 1985 and Chiang 1992). Chung (1996), however, thought 

otherwise, and he provided some interesting evidence of how a voiceless stop coda 

spreads to the suffix ‘a (tones are omitted here): 

(84) a. ap 'box' 

/ap + a/ -> [ap ba] 'box' 

b. tik 'bamboo' 

/tik + a/ — [tik ga] 'bamboo' 

c. ts'at 'thief 

Vts'at + a/ — [ts'at la] 'thief 

When the onsetless ‘a is suffixed to the preceding closed syllable with a voiceless 

stop coda, it acquires an onset which is the voiced counterpart of the coda. There are 

two equally likely account, one being that the stop codas are underlyingly voiceless, 

and undergo a voicing process intervocalically, a view maintained by scholars like 

Tung 1957, Ting 1985 and Chiang 1992 (cited in Chung 1996) or stop codas are 

underlyingly voiced, and goes through devoicing (Kager 1999). Kager explains: 

"Devoicing of coda consonants and intervocalic voicing of consonants are both 

processes which are frequently attested in the languages of the world. Also, both are 

natural states of affairs from an articulatory point of view." (Kager 1999:325) Chung 
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(1996) argues against the first proposal, claiming that such analysis stipulates nasals 

to be mutually exclusive with voiced stops in onset position but voiceless stops in 

coda position, which means that two distinct nasal features are required, which is 

uneconomical and incoherent. On the other hand, if the voiced stops are assumed to 

be the underlying phoneme, as in the latter proposal, it is ' ...at least superior in 

having a unified assumption: nasals are allophones of voiced stops, either in the 

onset or in the coda position." (Chung 1996:38) This view will also coincide with the 

view this thesis will be adopting: that all nasal consonants in Southern Min are in 

fact derived by realizing, to different extents, a floating nasal feature that attaches 

itself to an underlying morpheme. As a simple illustration, syllables with nasal 

consonant codas like [ban] may be represented underlyingly by /bal/ and the coda is 

only derived by undergoing certain processes, which will be discussed in greater 

detail in Section 3.2.2. 

3.1.3.2 Nasalized Vowels 

The status of nasalized vowels also requires some examination. There are two 

possible treatments of nasalized vowels, one being that nasalized vowels are actually 

derived from oral vowels associating with the nasal feature. Tung (1957, as cited in 

Chung 1996:34) suggests that: "[t]he vowels following m, n, ij, except for some 

syllabic nasals, are entirely nasalized vowels. If we assume that m, n, ij and b, I, g are 

all phonemes, then nasalized vowels are not phonemic. In other words, the nasal for 

nasalized vowels can be taken from its preceding nasal consonants. In so doing, there 

is a specific advantage for Southern Min, because no nasalized vowels are 

necessary." In this view, nasalized rimes are derived from oral rimes, the requirement 

being that nasalized vowels are not phonemic, which contradicts with what has been 
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assumed so far. A more plausible view is that that nasalized vowels are in fact 

phonemic in nature, which entails that nasal onsets actually obtain their nasality from 

the following nasalized vowels. This view is 'preferred' by the data in Southern Min, 

in which onsetless oral and nasalized vowels are actually contrastive, such as [i] 

and [T] . 

3.1.3.3 Derivation of Nasality in Southern Min 

Lin (1989, as cited in Chung 1996:172) claims that “[t]he nasal feature of a nasalized 

vowd and a nasal consonant in Taiwanese should have different properties, which 

we claim are due to their different underlying representations, floating versus linked 

respectively." It is observed that the nasality of the vowel assimilates the onset 

regressively, while nasality of the coda remains solely within the coda domain, as in 

(85): 

(85) a. /liau/ [niau] 'cat' 

b. /bin/ [bin] 'face' (from Chung 1996:172) 

This substantiates that nasalized vowel and nasal consonants call for different 

analysis in the same (nasality) aspect. Chung argues that differentiating the two is 

unnecessary. Consider (86) where nasalized vowels and nasal codas both spread 

nasality to the suffix (tones are omitted here): 

(86) a. /mua + a/ -> [mua a] 'sesame' 

Ii+al [T a] 'dumpling' 
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b. /pai]+a/ [paq i]a] 'board' 

/kim + a/ — [kirn ma] 'gold' (from Chung 1996:173) 

Chung (1996:173) contends that, "if the nasality of a nasalized vowel differs from 

that of a nasal consonant, there should be two distinct rules for the corresponding 

spreading processes displayed in (86). This suggests that there is no such sharp 

difference between nasalized vowels and nasal consonants". 

The goal now is to determine how nasality is derived in the Southern Min language. 

One option is that nasality is purely a segmental feature linked to the nasalized 

vowel, but Li (1985) provided insight against such assertion. He discovered that in 

the La-mi SL formation (as briefly described in Section 3.1.2), there is a certain 

‘Nasal Rule' at work: if final contains nasalized vowel, n- substitutes I- in first 

syllable and vowel - i in second syllable is nasalized (recall the general rule for SL 

formation in (72)): 

(87) sua k'al — nua sT la k'i1 'foot of mountain' 

What is so intriguing about such data is that the feature of nasality in syllable in 

source language is actually carried over into both syllables in secret language. If the 

nasality in [sua] is only specified in the rime (specifically, if the nasal feature is only 

specified in the nucleus vowel), there should not be any trace of nasality in the 

second syllable since only the onset is copied. Therefore, the feature of nasality in 

Southern Min is suggestive of being a property of the entire syllable rather than 

specific segments. 
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In fact, Yip (1994) has proposed in her analysis of Chaoyang syllables that nasality is 

a morphemic feature (Chung (1996) also agrees with this view regarding Taiwanese 

syllables). At this point, we are faced with a question: what is the difference between 

nasality as a morphemic feature and nasality as a syllable feature? In the Chinese 

Dialect the syllable and morpheme 'generally coincide [...], [thus] the constraint can 

be stated over either domain' (Kenstowicz, 1993:535). Yip (1994) also said that in 

the Chinese language, "morphemes are overwhelmingly mono-syllabic. Any 

specification at the level of the morpheme will thus surface somewhere within that 

single syllable". Fudge (1969) also admitted that "[it] is... impossible to say whether 

syllable-structure formulae for Chinese are syllable-relevant or morph-relevant 

(since these two units are indistinguishable in Chinese)." Therefore, Yip and Chung 

describe nasality as morphemic only intending to distinguish it from a segmental 

feature. This view may be true to a very large extent, however, one may still find 

common Chinese morphemes, albeit rarely, that are disyllabic and monomorphemic, 

for example 'trumpet' and 'grape\ Nevertheless, since the scope of 

this thesis is restricted to single syllables, any of such examples shall be excluded 

here for the for the benefit of simplicity. This in no way undercuts the significance of 

studies on the effect of nasality on disyllabic monomorphemic words. 

Now let us first digress to codas in Southern Min. Back in Chapter 2, we see that the 

glottal coda can co-occur with offglide while oral and nasal codas cannot. Some 

scholars such as Luo (1981), Tung (1957, 1960) and Hung (1994) (as quoted by 

Chung 1996) consider the glottal stop as a full segment, because sounds like [a] and 

[a~] (for example, and in the Xiamen Dialect respectively) are distinctive. 
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However, if the glottal coda is to be treated on a par with these codas, then we cannot 

explain the absence of rimes like *[aim] and *[auk]. Also, rimes with oral and nasal 

codas cannot co-occur with nasalized vowels while glottal codas can. Li (1985) and 

Chung (1996) note that in Taiwanese, the glottal stop is dropped if followed by 

another syllable (but retained if followed by a pause), as in (88a) (tones are omitted 

here). This is also observed in the secret language formation, shown in (88b). 

(88) a. (from Chung 1996) 

'comb' 

‘to look in the mirror' 

/lua~ +a/ • [luaa] (*[lua~ ~a]) 

b. (from Li 1989) 

i./tsio + kia/ — [tsiokia] 

ii. /tsio~ + Ida/— [tsio km] ‘to leam from (something)' 

c. (from Li 1985) 

hoi k'e~ lol hil le ki~ 'good guest' 

Examples in (88) provide two pieces of evidence for the different status of the glottal 

stop. Firstly, when comparing (88a) to (84) and (86b), where both the oral and nasal 

coda spreads to the onset position of the suffix, the glottal coda never does. Second, 

the glottal stop seems to only be present when words are pronounced individually; in 

connected speech, the glottal stop is dropped. In (84b), when the basically distinctive 

words /tsio/ and /tsio~/ are combined with /kia/, both will be identically pronounced 

as [tsio kia]. In addition, in SL formation, the coda position is present in both the first 
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and the second syllable; see (74b)24. It is clear that the distribution and behavior of 

the glottal 'coda 25 is very different from nasal and oral codas in Southern Min; 

these are all evidence to support that the glottal 'coda' indeed has a different status 

than oral and nasal codas. 

In addition, Li (1989) also gave evidence that the glottal coda should be treated 

differently from other oral and nasal stop codas with regard to rhyming. Li (1989) 

and Chang (1986) both did investigations into rhyming in Southern Min, and their 

conclusions indicate that syllables with glottal stops can freely rhyme with their 

open-syllable counterparts (e.g. [ka] vs. [ka~], [tsu] vs. [tsu~]). He consequently 

argues that the distinctive function of the glottal stop can be eliminated by assuming 

it as a tonal feature, a view which is also supported by Chung (1996). Li concluded 

that if the glottal stop should be considered a full segment (specifically, as a coda), 

this would imply that a particular sound is only allowed in the coda position but not 

the onset position, and this would somehow violate the language universals. 

By 'tonal feature', the glottal stop becomes a feature of what Chung (1996) refers to 

as an ‘E-tone (entering tone, i.e. checked syllable tones): so in theory, [ka] vs. [ka~] 

will be segmentally identical with a difference in tone (the former is associated with 

a non-E tone whilst the latter gets a glottal coda by being associated with an E-tone). 

Similarly, the difference between checked syllables like [ban] and [bat] also lies in 

their different tones: Chung (1996) computes a ‘Glottalization’ rule, where the 

24 In Taiwanese SL, whenever the base syllable has a coda, it is retained exactly as it is with the first 
SL syllable (along with the nucleus) and the second syllable, but in the second syllable it is essentially 
an alveolar ([t] if the base coda is an oral coda, [n] if the base coda is a nasal coda). Li (1985) suggests 
that this may have to do with the heavier functional load of dental sounds in Taiwanese, but this is not 
part of our aim to provide evidence for or against this view. 
25 The word 'coda' here is put in quotation marks as now we have reason to doubt the status of the 
glottal sound as compared to more common nasal and oral codas. 
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phonemically a voiced coda of a syllable with an E-tone becomes glottalized, hence 

it is 'perceived' as voiceless. In addition, he also adds a 'Nasal Coda Licensing' 

constraint to limit the occurrence of nasal codas to only syllables with a non-E tone. 

To put it in another way, an E-tone licenses glottalization of the coda whereas a 

non-E tone licenses a nasal coda. 

This glottal ization feature would be revisited when we later examine the status of 

oral and nasal codas in Southern Min that Yip (1994, 1997) proposes; however, as far 

as the glottal stop is concerned, it would be safe to assume, for now, that it is a tonal 

feature rather than a segmental feature, and need not be included in the scope of 

study of this thesis unless necessary later on. 

Returning to the derivation of nasality in Southern Min Dialects, Chung (1996) once 

again applied his Domain Definition rule which he used for labial co-occurrence (as 

outlined in (77)) along with three other nasal-specific rules to account for 

nasalization phenomenon in Southern Min: Nasal Association, Percolation 

Convention, and Nasal Spreading: 

(89) (=77) Domain Definition 

ONC (ON) (C) 

This rule groups the onset and nucleus as a doamain, and coda as a separate domain 

for the [nasal] feature. 

(90) Nasal Association 

[ ( ) ( ) ] o 4 [( ) ( )]o 
I 
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[nasal] [nasal] 

Nasal Association requires that the floating [nasal] feature is associated with the 

rightmost domain of a syllable. 

(91) Percolation Convention 

When linkages are assigned to or removed from a node N, the assignments and 

deletions are autosegmentally carried over to all nodes dominated by N. 

(92) Nasal Spreading^^ . 

[nasal] 

{[( ) ]a[( )]a}pwrd (pwrd= prosodic word) 

Within a prosodic word, the nasal of a domain spreads to the adjacent domain if 

and only //the domains are different syllables. The spreading is bi-directional. 

The following table in (93) is Chung's (1996) illustration of how these rules explain 

the derivation of nasality in Taiwanese Min: 

(93) (from Chung 1996:192) 27 

a. muai3 'sesame' b. ban33 'slow' c. bat^i ‘to know' 

bua bal bal 
UR 

[nasal] [nasal] [nasal] 

26 Since nasal spreading is an inter-syllabic interaction, this will be irrelevant to this thesis. 
Nevertheless, this is included here for a more comprehensive review of Chung's proposal. 
27 In 93c, the underlining of the tone 31 is an indication that it is an E-tone. 
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Domain (bua) (ba)(l) (ba) (1) 

Definition [nasal] [nasal] 

Nasal 

Association 

[(bua)], 

[nasal] 

[(ba) (1)], 
1 

[nasal] 
[(ba)(l)]o 

Percolation 
[(bua)] 

N]/ 
[nasal] 

Glottalization bat 

Surface muai3 ban33 bat3i 

It is easy to comprehend the validity of syllables like [mua] or [nT] under this 

conjecture. Conversely, the prohibition of syllables such as *[bT] or *[nak] can also 

be explained since the former violates Percolation Convention by having 

unharmonized nasal value within the same ON domain and the former disobeys 

Nasal Association by not associating the nasal feature with the rightmost domain, i.e. 

the coda. However, similar to what has been discussed under labial co-occurrence, 

this method cannot seem to exclude the permitted exceptions, such as [ijo] 'Russia 

(in Zhangping), [na] 'to take' and [mil]] 'civilian' (in Shantou). More importantly, the 

above proposal simply does not allow combinations of oral (voiceless) onsets and 

nasalized vowels like [pT]: 
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( 6 1 ) 

a. pT 'whip' 

UR 
pi 

[nasal] 

Domain (pi) 

Definition [nasal] 

Nasal [(pi)]o 
1 

Association 
1 

[nasal] 

Percolation 
[(Pi)]a 

V 
[nasal] 

Glottalization 

Surface *?[mT] 

Although it is uncertain how the nasal feature will surface after being associated to a 

voiceless oral onset, the fact remains that the above rules cannot seem to 

satisfactorily exclude these syllables from undergoing the derivational rules and 

surface as it should have. 

3.1.4 Inadequacies of Autosegmental Framework 

In Sections 3.1.1 through 3.1.5, we have reviewed a number of analyses proposed 

within the autosegmental framework with regard to labial and nasal restrictions in 

Southern Min, and have also brought to light some issues that these analysese did not, 

or could not, answer. 
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Of course, we must do these analyses justice, as they are in fact useful to a large 

extent in accounting for certain phenomenon, such as the OCR However, as also 

shown previously, the formulation of OCP has also created a number of problems. 

Earlier in this chapter, both linear representations and syllable constituency are used 

to try to explain the OCP effect; however, this principle relies heavily on the notion 

of adjacency, but so far, adjacency has not been well-defined in either theory. 

On a related note on syllable constituency, Chung (1996) has unfortunately displayed 

inconsistency with his account for syllable structure. On one hand, in the Chapter 

regarding syllable structures, he has advocated a structure such as in (71), which 

separates a Southern Min syllable into an onset and a rime, and then the rime 

branches out to a nucleus (which includes the onglide, vowel, and offglide) and a 

coda. This is actually in-line with the traditional view on the Chinese syllable 

constituency and would not have been problematic, but when justifying his analyses 

for labial dissimilation and nasalization, Chung (1996) proposes a 'Domain 

Definition' rule which arranges the onset and nucleus into one domain and the coda 

into another domain (see (77)). Not only does this contradict with his proposal earlier, 

but this definition of domain is also unusual and unnatural. This casts doubts on the 

reason the analyses would require a different 'structure' of the syllable for analysing 

phonotactics; it would certainly make one wonder if this is only an attempt to 

self-justify his theory. 

One might also extend this question to a more fundamental concern: is it the internal 

structure of a syllable really essential in analyzing phonotactics? Let us suppose that 

a particular analysis adequately explains certain phenomenon of Dialect A within the 
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autosegmenta framework. Then suppose another dialect (more specifically, another 

closely-related dialect from the same hypothetical language family), Dialect B, 

shows slight differences in the same aspect, such as what we have observed in 

Chapter 2. The previously etablished theories for Dialect A cannot simply be applied 

to Dialect B directly; in this case, is a different syllable structure necessary in order 

to account for such differences, or will modifications to the previous analysis be 

needed in order to explain this? In other words, in order to capture the differences, 

we may either need a different syllable structure or a different analysis; there will be 

no unified way to account for differences in similar dialects. 

There has long been strong opposition against OCP as a constraint in phonological 

theory. Odden (1986 1988), one of the leading challengers of OCP, argued that 

Shona, an African dialect, reveals counter-examples to OCP, which has always been 

maintained as universal and should be inviolable. He also pointed out that not all 

languages show avoidance of identical elements (as observed by Fukazawa 1999). 

This inconsistency could not be explained if the OCP were a principle of UG. Odden 

finally rejected treating OCP as a part of universal grammar, and claimed that it 

"plays no role as a formal constraint on possible grammars". 

Myers (1994) was also skeptical about OCP as a UG. He 'pessimistically concludes' 

that only the passive interpretation of the OCP is universal, since it is not possible to 

generalize the active instantiations of OCP. Myers found this conclusion 

unsatisfactory because this interpretation misses the fact that when OCP is violated, 

something always happens. Myers (1994:3) subsequently noted that" . . . [o]ne cannot 

predict on any general basis how the OCP violation will be resolved [...]; one can 
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only predict that it will be. It is very common for authors to say that a rule of 

dissimilation is 'triggered' by the OCP, but nobody has yet shown what this means." 

Bearing all these in mind and understanding that OCP will trigger something, we 

thus need a framework that also determines 'what' will happen when a certain 

'input' violates the rules. In light of this, we turn to another theoretical framework: 

Optimality Theory (OT). 

3.2 Optimality Theory (OT) 

Optimality Theory (hereafter referred to as OT) is a relatively new linguistic model 

first proposed and presented by Prince and Smolensky in 1991 (although the 

manuscript did not appear until 1993; see also McCarthy and Prince 1993). 

Optimality Theory is considered "a development of Generative Grammar, a theory 

sharing its focus on formal description and quest for universal principles, on the 

basis of empirical research of linguistic typology [ ."] ’ (Kager 1999). In order to 

capture universality in languages, an idea which has long been the main concern of 

many analyses, OT assumes a set of universal, violable constraints; however, 

although constraints are universal, rankings of the same set of constraints are 

language-specific. "At the heart of OT is the notion that grammars of individual 

languages instantiate general ranking schemata of constraints of different types" 

(Kager 1999:43). 

Constraints can be categorized into 'markedness' constraints and ‘faithfulness 

constraints. 'Marked' structures are generally avoided by all languages over 
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'unmarked' structures, but are useful in creating contrast. 'Faithful' structures, on the 

other hand, are preferred since they preserve lexical contrast. These two ideas are 

inherently conflicting; when lexical contrast is to be preserved, 'neutralization' of a 

structure must be sacrificed; and vice versa, if marked structures were to be avoided, 

some contrastive structures must be 'neutralized'. Thus, any logically possible 

output will necessarily violate some constraints. 

Each violation of the constraints is generally to be avoided, but some violations of 

the constraints will be more fatal than others. Kager (1999) explaines that 

"evaluation takes place by a set of hierarchically ranked constraints (C]» C2»...Cn) 

until a point is reached at which only one output candidate survives". OT, as an 

output-based grammar, consists of three functions, GENERATOR {GEN), 

CONSTRAINTS (CON) and EVALUATOR (EVAL). GEN produces an (infinite) set of 

possible outputs for any given input, and EVAL checks all possible outputs of the 

input against a set of constraints CON, and determines which output best satisfies 

those constraints. The schema in (93), based on that by Kager (1999:8), depicts the 

mechanism of OT: 
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CON 

Candidate a 

Candidate b 

Candidate c 

Candidate d 

Candidate .. 

> 
c, » C2 C„ 

• 

— 

w w w 

w 

Output 

EVAL 

The output that violates the least fatal constraints, in other words, the most 

'harmonic' choice, will be selected as the 'optimal' output, hence the name 

Optimality Theory. The tableaux in (96) and (97) taken from Pulleyblank (1997) 

further illustrates how the OT works by putting it in context: 

(96) English: general faithfulness to input voicing 

/sad/ 'sod' Faith [Voice] ContrastiveCoda Obs/Voi 

a. sad • * 

b. sat * ! 

(97) Russian: neutralization of voicing in codas 

/sad/ 'garden' ContrastiveCoda Faith [Voice] Obs/Voi 

a. sad * ! • 

^ b. sat • 

8 1 

(95) 
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In English, voiced obstruents are attested in codas. Therefore faithfulness of the 

output to the input is ranked higher than the markedness constraint in order to 

preserve the contrast. Candidate (96b) is ruled out by this higher constraint although 

the 'optimal' candidate (96a) violated a lower ranked constraint CONTRASTIVECODA. 

Conversely, in Russian, voiced obstruent codas are impossible. In order to 

'neutralize' the voicing distinctions in Russian codas, the markedness constraint 

ranks higher than the faithfulness constraint FAITH [VOICE], resulting in the optimal 

candidate (97b) rather than (97a). 

One of the main differences between OT and the autosegmental framework is that in 

OT, “ [...] there is no need to appeal to level ordering or cyclicity" which is often 

necessary in derivational theories (Kothari 2004:1). She continues to justify her 

adopting of OT in her paper on Bengali vowel hiatus by commenting that the cyclic 

account not only fails to capture the occurrence of some of her core examples, but 

has in fact introduced some unwanted complexity into the analysis. OT, on the other 

hand, has adequately accounted for her data and also "reveals how different forces 

operating in a language can exert their influence and produce optimal outputs that 

satisfy as many of these forces as possible", and for that reason the optimal candidate 

is the one that violates the least constraints among other possible candidates of 

output. 

A more important difference between the autosegmental theory and OT (and perhaps 

a fundamental advantage of OT) is the concept of universality. To recap, in 

autosegmental theory, universals like OCP are considered absolute, and no syllables 

should violate these constraints. Nevertheless, the fact that data which obviously 
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violate OCP can be found in many languages 'exposes' the principle to much debate 

against it. In contrast, in OT, universals are what Goldsmith termed "soft universals" 

(as quoted by Fukazawa 1999) in the sense that languages tend to avoid these 

configurations whenever possible, but the principles are in effect violable if there are 

other higher-ranked constraints that take precedence over them in a particular 

language. 

This concept is very important, especially with reference to OCP, in resolving the 

dispute between proponents' assertion that OCP is a principle of UG and criticisms 

on OCP (such as that of Odden 1986 1988) that attested language-particular 

violations of OCP are proof elsewise. 

Consequently, by addressing phonotactic constraints of four similar sub-dialects in 

OT, we do not need to assume 'differing underlying forms, nor [...] different sets of 

phonological rules, but solely [...] different rankings of a universal set of violable 

constraints' (Yip 1997:163). This would resolve the argument on the universality of 

OCP presented in Section 3.1.4. In the next two sections we shall look at some 

previous studies on the notions of OCP and nasalization within the OT framework 

which will be crucial to our analysis on Southern Min syllables in Chapter 4. 

3.2.1 Revisiting OCP in OT 

In the autosegmental framework, the OCP is expressed as a single feature-specific 

constraint that prohibits sequences of identical elements in the underlying 

representations. In OT, however, there have been discussions whether OCP should be 

re-interpreted as a local self-conjunction of a markedness constraint (Alderete 1997, 
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Ito & Mester 1998 Keer 1999, among others). 

Keer (1999) accounts for OCP in his dissertation by positing that output markedness 

constraints universally prefer single segments over pairs. However, as Alderete 

(1997:1) explains that a simple OCP constraint, “[...] as a bald declarative 

statement, says nothing about the markedness of the elements involved. To account 

for the correlation between activity in a dissimilatory process and the markedness of 

target and trigger, adjunct theories of feature specification are required. These 

theories, however, have been shown to have many unsatisfactory consequences, 

essentially because unmarked segments can be active in ways that do not involve the 

OCP". 

Fukazawa (1999) also points out the broader empirical coverage of considering OCP 

as a self-conjunction of constraint and argued against the one-constraint view using 

Lyman's Law in Yamato Japanese. Consider again the illustration of the Rendaku 

phenomenon in (59) in Section 3.1.1. The constraint governing the phenomenon, or 

the Lymans's Law, maintains that "[s]tems must not contain more than one voiced 

obstruent". It would only be straight-forward to hypothesize, then, that the blocking 

of the Rendaku voicing within the second morpheme is triggered by prohibiting a 

double occurrence of voiced obstruents, hence a self-conjoined constraint. 

Another advantage of this approach, he maintains, is the ability to account for OCP 

effects on elements other than those on the same autosegmental tier. Alderete (1997) 

investigates vowel length dissimilation in the Cushitic language Oromo, and 

observed that in the language, there cannot be a sequence of two consecutive 

syllables; one of the two long syllables must be shortened, as illustrated in (98): 
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(98) (from Alderete 1997:8) 

Length alternation in plural marker: -oota 

a. nama 'man, person' -> nam-oota 

harree 'donkey' • harr-oota 

-Ota 

k'ottuu 'farmer' k'ott-oota 

fardda 'horse' — fardd-oota 

gaala 'camel' gaal-ota 

loomi 'lemon tree' loom-Ota 

adaadaa 'aunt' adaad-ota 

adaammi 'cactus' adaamm-ota 

In (98a), all word stems end with a short vowel and word stems in (98b) end with a 

long voweps. Alderete (1997) assumes the plural marker is underlyingly long and 

explains why it surfaces differently with a locally-conjoined markedness constraint 

NOLONGVOWEL^SA (where SA stands for 'syllable adjacency' which was a notion 

proposed by Odden in one of his 1994 papers; refer to Alderete 1997 for further 

reference on this): ‘in adjacent syllables, avoid two vowels each dominated by more 

than one mora'. According to him, the OCP would not have been able to derive 

results like this because moras do not figure in the representations worked on by the 

OCP, and so it cannot generalize to these cases. 

28 Data provided by Alderete (1997) actually appear opposite to his description, like harree and 
k'ottuu in (96a) and gaala and loomi in (96b). Unfortunately, he did not provide further explanation 
on the data, so we can only assume here that the ending vowel on the surface is also another marker, 
possibly a singular marker. 
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In view of the foregoing, Ito and Mester (1996) and Alderete (1997) finds it 

superfluous to create a constraint specifically for OCP because the effects of the 

OCP can be accounted by self-conjunction of general markedness constraints in a 

particular local domain. As Ito and Mester (1998:4) puts it: " . . . there is no 

Obligatory Contour Principle per se: Universal Grammar is not concerned about 

adjacent identicals qua identicals. Rather, OCP-effects arise when markedness 

constraints are violated more than once." 

This 'self-conjunction of general markedness constraints in a particular local 

domain' is also known as 'Local Conjunction' (Smolensky 1993). The Local 

Conjunction Constraint (LCC) is derived by conjoining two lower-ranked constraints, 

e.g. constraint A and constraint B, into one higher-ranked constraint A&B. This 

constraint A&B is violated if and only if both constraints A and B are violated within 

the specified domain. It can be represented by the schema [A & B] 5» A, B. 

To illustrate, they examined the phenomenon of German coda devoicing. German 

syllables allow voiced obstruents in the onset position, but the obstruents get 

'neutralized' to its voiceless counterpart if it occurs in the coda position. On the 

contrary, voiceless obstruents remain voiceless regardless of their position within the 

syllable: 

(99) (originally from Vennemann 1978 copied from Ito and Mester 1996:12) 

'wheel (gen., nom., dim.)' 

Rades [.rai.dss.] Rad [.ra:t.] Radchen [.r8:t.99n.]' 
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(cf . ' counci l (gen., nom.)’ Rates [.rai.tss.] Rat [.ra:t.]) 

'motive (pi., sg. gen.)' 

Motive [.mo .ti:.v3.] Motiv [.mo.tiif] Motivs [.mo.ti:fs.] 

(cf. 'deep (attr., pred.) tiefe [.tii.fs.] tief [.ti:f.]) 

'read (inf., imp.); readable' 

lesen [.le:.zen.] lies [.li:s.] lesbar [.le:s.ba:r.] 

(cf. '(they, he) ate': aBen [.a:.S3n.] aB [.a:s.]) 

Ito and Mester (1996:11) concluded that, ". . . [v]oiced obstruents are marked 

elements, and syllable codas are marked positions. The phonology of German 

permits both, insisting on faithful parsing of the input. What is ruled out, however, is 

the marked in a marked position: a voiced obstruent as a coda. Here input voicing 

yields to the combined power of two markedness constraints", namely the NO-CODA 

constraint, which disprefer occurrence of codas, and the VOP (Voiced Obstruent 

Prohibition) constraint, which disprefers voiced obstruents. These two constraints, 

on their own, are not significant in the language, as both codas and voiced obstruents 

are commonly found in German; nevertheless, when they conjoin, they form a robust 

constraint which restricts the coda and voiced obstruent constraints being violated 

together, that is to say, the conjoined constraint NO-CODA &5 VOP restricts 

occurrence of voiced obstruent codas in German. 

Tableau (100) demonstrates the effect of the said constraints with regard to voiced 

obstruent in the coda position and in the onset position repectively: 
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(100) a. 
/li:b/ lieb 'dear, pred.’ N O - C O D A &S V O P IDENT[F] VOP N O - C O D A 

.li:b. * ! • • 

.li:p. • • 

b. 
/Ii:b3/ liebe 'dear, attr.’ N O - C O D A & 5 V O P IDENT[F] V O P N O - C O D A 1 

+ 

* ! 

The concept of OCP is expressed in a similar fashion, only instead of having two 

distinct constraint A and constraint B, there is only one constraint P, which 

self-conjoins to form the LCC [P P], which can be abbreviated as [Pf . 

Back in Section 3.1.1., we discussed the Lyman's Law in Yamato Japanese (see 

(61)) where Rendaku, the voicing of the initial obstruent of the second morpheme is 

blocked if there is already a voiced obstruent within the morpheme (regardless of 

adjacency, which is also one of the advantages of OT over autosegmental framework, 

refer to (61b)) In OT, this can be accounted for by the self-conjoined conjunction of 

V0p2 "No co-occurrence of voiced obstruency with itself (see I to and Mester 

1996:227): 
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(101) (copied from Kager 1999) 

Input: /gagi/ V O P IDENT[F] V O P 

a. gagi * ! * 

b. kagi • 

c. gaki * 

d. kaki 

There is no single optimal candidate in tableau (101); the point is that the constraint 

excludes the co-occurence of two voiced obstruents within a domain like candidate 

(a). The significance of LCC is that there is no need for an entirely new constraint 

for OCP; there is, in essence, just one (or two) basic markedness constraint(s). 

3.2.2 Nasalization in OT 

Whilst examining the glottal coda in Chaoyang, Yip (1994) noted that in Chinese, 

"final (oral) stops are usually unreleased and frequently accompanied by glottal 

closure". To be exact, according to Yip, syllables with final (oral) stop codas e.g. [tak] 

can be transcribed narrowly as [tak~]; she even went to the extent to state that 

"[u]nlike final vowels and glides, which may or may not be glottalized, final oral 

stops appear to get glottalization obligatorily" (Yip 1994:2). 

On the contrary, nasal codas never co-occur with glottal stops, i.e. nasal stop codas 

are in complementary distribution with oral stop codas. Yip (1997) then suggests that 

nasal codas are in fact not phonologically nasal: 'the contrast between nasal and oral 

codas can be reduced to the presence or absence of [e.g.], and nasality and voicing 
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are predictable from the absence of [e.g.]'. [e.g.] here stands for [constricted glottis], 

and is a syllabic/morphemic feature rather than a segmental feature. Since final oral 

(voiceless) stops appear to be always accompanied by the glottal stop, presence of 

[e.g.] implies lack of [voice] and [nasal], and vice versa. In other words, Southern 

Min codas consists of only a [+cons] root node with a set of relevant place features, 

underspecified in [voice] and [nasal] by default, and the surface representation will 

depend on whether this [e.g.] feature (and the entailed [voice] and [nasal] features) is 

present. Morphemes will be categorized into either having [nasal] specification or 

not having [nasal] specification in the underlying representation. This in fact 

coincides to what has been previously discussed in Section 3.1.3.3 on the 

glottal ization of codas. 

Yip (1997) remarks that in Chaoyang, nasality surfaces differently in different 

syllable types: 

(102) 

UR PR Position of [nasal] 

tau [nasal] tau entire rhyme 

lau [nasal] nau entire syllable 

tak [nasal] tak does not surface 

lak [nasal] nak onset only 

She further proposes a number of constraints within the Optimality Framework in 

order to account for the various nasal occurrences found in Southern Min Dialects^^. 

Yip's 1994 paper forcuses on the Chaoyang Dialect while her 1997 paper has expanded the scope 
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These will be discussed again in the next section, but for ease of understanding, she 

suggests that the concerned constraints are: 

NASVOI [nasal] [voice] 

the presence of [nasal] implies the presence of [voice]; 

- R H Y M E H A R M O N Y -

all segments in the rhyme must share any nasal specification; 

- S Y L L A B L E H A R M O N Y 

all segments in the syllable must share any nasal specification; 

- M A X N A S A L 

nasality must be realized if possible. 

Yip also proposes a number of rankings for different 'types' of Southern Min 

Dialects, two of which are relevant to this study: 

(103) Ranking for Dialects including Xiamen, Quanzhou and Zhangping 

NASVOI , ALIGN R & L » RHYMEHARMONY, ALIGN-R » M A X N A S A L » 

*NASALVOWELS, ALIGN-L 

(104) Ranking for Dialects including Xiamen, Quanzhou and Zhangping 

of study to groups of Southern Min Dialects including Chaoyang, Jieyang, Shantou, Tatouba, Xiamen, 
Jinjiang, Longxi, Quanhou and Chaozhou. 
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N A S V O I ALIGN R & L » RHYMEHARMONY » M A X N A S A L » A L I G N - R » 

*NASALVOWELS, ALIGN-L 

Her hierarchy does a rather good job of capturing the slight differences of nasality 

between the Dialects. How these constraints actually interact and distinguishes the 

dialects will be futher discussed in the coming chapter. 
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CHAPTER 4 AN OPTIMALITY ANALYSIS 

OF THE SOUTHERN MIN PHONOTACTICS 

4.1 On labial co-occurrence 

Let us review the generalizations of Southern Min labial co-occurrences made in 

Chapter 2: 

(105) (=(30)) 

Xiamen Quanzhou Zhangping Shantou 

CoNSETl+lab]+V[+rnd] 

(e.g. po) 
Yes Yes Yes Yes 

CoNSETl+lab] + 

CcoDA[+lab] 

(e.g.pap) 

Never Never Never Never 

V[+rnd] + V[+rnd] 

(e.g. ou) 
Never Never 

Yes 

(but only 

one 

instance) 

Yes 

(but only 

two 

instances) 

V[+rnd] + CcoDA[+lab] 

(e.g. top/ puap) 
Never Never Never Never 

As already generalized in (57), labia codas are the most restricted in Southern Min 

Dialects: both combinations of 'labial onset - labial coda' and 'rounded vowel -

labial coda' are prohibited. However, 'labial onset — rounded vowel' is completely 
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acceptable. How can we account for this asymmetry? 

By first considering 'labial onset - rounded vowel' combination, it may be proposed 

that the labial onset be treated differently from the rounded vowel, presupposing that 

we disregard the redundancy rule [+round] implies [+labial] in 3.1.1.2. One may 

even go as far as maintaining that the rounded vowels are in fact underspecified for 

the feature [labial]. 

This would of course explain why syllables like [po] or [pok] are acceptable and 

[pam] or [bap] are not, as the former syllables simply contain one [+labial] feature 

and the latter syllables contain two [+labial] features; however, the non-occurrence 

of syllables involving rounded vowels and labial codas like *[tom] or *[kup] cannot 

be correctly deduced by this postulation. In light of this, we must assume that there is 

at least some 'trace' of [labial] in rounded vowels. 

Alternatively, if [+round] is considered to entail [+labial], all rounded vowels will be 

now [+labial] like labial consonants, and we may be able to demonstrate why 

syllables like [pam], [bap], [torn] or [kup] are ill-formed, since there will be two 

[+labial] features within the same syllable. However, this suggestion will at the same 

time ban the permissible 'labial onset - rounded vowel' combination like [bo] and 

[pu]. 
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A second, more moderate proposal would be to consider the status of rounded vowel 

as is: that it is simply [+round], and not 'fully' labial (to illustrate, [labial] can be 

considered of a value of 1 and [round] of a value of 0.5 on an arbitrary scale). This 

will again explain why syllables like [po] and [pok] are acceptable, since the labials 

are not 'fully' in conflict; but under such treatment, it is puzzling why co-occurrence 

with labial codas like *[tom] and *[kup] would be prohibited all the same! 

At this point, we are left with one remaining hypothesis that labial onsets and labial 

codas are in fact different in terms of its [labial] feature; in fact, the idea of analyzing 

labial codas differently would at first sight be the logical path to take because 

whenever CcoDA[+lab] is involved, no co-occurrences with any other [lab] segment 

is allowed. Following this line of reasoning, one may consider both labial onsets and 

rounded vowels (which are also considered labial) as having values of less than 0.5 

and labial coda a 1 on the same arbitrary scale. Any total of over 1 within a sylalble 

would be considered a violation. The main objective is that the labial feature can be 

the only labial feature when it occurs in the coda position, whereas it can co-occur in 

other positions^®. This would correctly account for the permissibility of labial onset 

co-occurring with rounded vowels, and also the prohibition of labial codas 

co-occurring with any other labial segments within the syllable. It goes without 

saying that such treatment is unacceptable, as it is not only uneconomical to consider 

the [labial] in onsets and codas differently, but this is also a baseless postulation. 

This is not entirely true, as rounded glides cannot co-occur within all four dialects, and in Xiamen 
and Quanzhou Dialects no two rounded vowels can occur at all (the other two allows [ouj 
combinations.) This will unfortunately not be analyzed in this thesis. For reasons, please refer to the 
paragraphs regarding repair below. 
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Given the above, it would be very tempting to resort to explaining the co-occurrence 

restriction by way of syllable structure; however, this would have defeated the 

grounds for our applying OT in Southern Min phonotactics. Yip (2003), who 

investigated labial co-occurrence in Mandarin in her paper, is also aware of this 

dilemma, and suggests that the 'co-occurrence' may lie in the 'relative influences of 

degrees of similarity, and degrees of proximity' of the segments involved. 

Yip's proposal is that the co-occurrence of labial segments per se is not essentially 

the main concern; rather, illicit combinations arise from co-occurrences of segments 

which are most similar and in closest proximity. She based the similarity of segments 

on the degree of closure, and explained the mechanism with the table below (shaded 

cells are the non-occurring sequences in Mandarin): 

(106) (from Yip 2003:21) 

(w: labial medial glide; V: any non-labial vowel, X: any non-labial segment, or zero; 

Dash (‘-‘ sequence that cannot arise for reasons of syllable structure, such as 

[wXXw], where two segments separate two glides.) 

Degree of Dissimilarity 0 1 1 1 2 2 

# of intervening 

segments 

W W wu 

uw 

mw pw mu pu 

0 *XwuX 

• X u w 

•mwVX • p w V X muX puX 

1 1 •XwVw - mVw pVw myuX pyuX 
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2 - - myVw pyVw - -

As seen in Table (106), dissimilarity increases from left to right, and proximity/ 

closeness between the relevant segments decreases from top to bottom: therefore, the 

pairs of labial segments to the top left should be the most restricted co-occurrences 

and pairs of labial segments to the bottom should be able co-occur relatively freely. 

Mandarin has no labial codas, so the co-occurrence of labial codas is not taken into 

account. If we apply Yip's (2003) proposal to Southern Min, this must be added into 

the table as well. However, the above table does not distinguish the relative positions 

of the segments, and [pu] is treated no differently from [-up], which is clearly not the 

case. Yip was also aware of such asymmetry, but contended that constituency is still 

not necessary because this can be attributed to the perception of place constrasts in 

coda position. In Cantonese, for example, final consonants are not released. Labial 

consonants are hardest to perceive in coda position and especially after a labial 

vowel (refer to Yip 2003 for a more detailed explanation). With this in mind, we may 

give labial co-occurrence in Southern Min an alternative description: syllables like 

[pap] and [tup] are not necessarily 'prohibited', but they are in fact so poorly 

perceived within the phonological system of the Dialects that they do not seem to 

occur, possibly because they will be 'overshadowed' by other similar syllables. 

Before continuing on establishing relevant constraints, we must first digress for a 

moment and resolve a very important issue: what is the repair for any input that 

violates the labial co-occurrence ranking? 
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In his study of the Hakka dialects, Chung (2006) mentioned that in Siyen Hakka, 

labial co-occurring syllables like [fam] and [fap] used to exist, but due to an 

increasingly robust labial co-occurrence restriction, ^E and are now pronounced 

as [fan] and [fat] respectively. Steriade (2001:3) suggested that such transformation 

was due to the concept of'minimal modification'. She writes, "The diagnosis for the 

problem encountered [...] starts with the observation that of all the input-output pairs 

[...]’ the one judged most similar is the pair [chosen]. The aim, in any departure 

from the UR, is to change it minimally to achieve compliance with the phonotactics". 

Therefore, the observation in Hakka will, at the very least, suggest that given an 

input like /pap/ which is ill-formed as an output, the minimal modification would be 

to change the labial coda to a coronal coda, whilte retaining all other features such as 

[nasal]. Other responses to the violation such as feature changing, deletion or 

epenthesis are unattested responses in this case. 

Here, the question becomes why [pat] is chosen over [tap] as the repair for /pap/, 

when both candidates only differ in the location where the dissimilation takes place. 

Beckman (2004:107) explains this tendency by positional faithfulness (Selkirk 1994; 

Padgett 1995; Urbanczyk 1996; Beckman 1997’ 1999; Casa i 1997; Walker 

1997;Lombardi 1999, 2001; Alderete 1999, 2001, as cited from Beckman 2004): 

"According to proponents of positional faithfulness, onset/coda asymmetries exist 

not because place features are prohibited in codas, but rather that they are 

preferentially preserved in onsets, and less zealously guarded in other positions". 

This is also much in line with what we have discussed earlier in this section. It is not 

too far-fetched, then, to claim that ill-formed input with labial codas will be rescued 
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by changing the coda into its coronal correspondent, i.e. /pap/ -> [pat], /tup/ [tut]. 

Labial codas will remain contrastive if it is the only segment with [labial] within the 

syllable, like [tap]. 

Unfortunately, unlike the example [fam] [fan], there are no empirical evidence of 

how the prohibited combinations of /ou/ in Xiamen and Quanzhou Dialects and /uo/ 

in all four dialects are repaired. We can, of course, make guesses and assumptions, 

but this may adversely affect our analysis below. It would thus be best to work on 

what has been established, and not to include the co-occurrence asymmetry of 

rounded vowels in this thesis. Notwithstanding, its non-occurrences are duly noted. 

We shall now try to develop constraints to account for labial co-occurrences, basing 

largely on Fukazawa's (1999) proposal on coronal co-occurrence restrictions. 

We have already previously mentioned that labials are considered a marked feature 

and is therefore generally dispreferred, especially when they co-occur, hence the 

need for OCP[LAB]^'; however, cross-dialectally, we can see a variability with the 

extent co-occurrences of labials are dispreferred. Nevertheless, when one of the 

labial feature involved is present in the coda position, co-occurrence of labials within 

the syllable domain will be banned altogether. Kager (1999:94) mentioned that codas 

are avoided universally, which can be expressed as N O - C O D A . This is quite similar to 

the German Coda Devoicing phenomenon discussed in Section 3.2.1, where a 

marked feature in a marked position is strongly unfavorable. In our case, given the 

'dispreferene' arise not in a coda with a labial feature within the syllable, but in the 

3 Fukazawa (1999) also uses OCP[F] to refer to the self-conjunction *[F][F]. It is used in this thesis 
purely for the sake of clarity. 
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co-occurrence of labials in the syllable where one of it occurs in the coda position, I 

will hereby propose a an LCC, [ O C P [ L A B ] & NO-CODA] to express the above 

dispreference. 

In order to prevent dissimilation by segmental deletion, we also have to specify the 

M A X - I O constraint. UNIFORMITY [lab] is to prevent 'curing' the OCP violation by 

singly-linking the two segments to one [lab] feature in the underlying representation, 

which is still a bad candidate in this case. 

( 1 0 7 ) O C P [ L A B ] 

No co-occurrence of the [labial] feature within the syllable domain. 

( 1 0 8 ) NO-CODA 

Syllables must not end with a coda. 

( 1 0 9 ) [ O C P [ L A B ] &5 NO-CODA] 

Syllables must not have co-occurring [labial] features and codas at the same 

time. 

( 1 1 0 ) M A X - I O 

Every segment of the input has a correspondent in the output ('no deletion'). 

(ILL)UNIFORMITY [LAB] 

No feature of the output has multiple correspondents in the input. 
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I also make use of iDENTonset (Pagett 2 0 0 2 ) to preserve the onsets in cases where 

there is conflict with the codas. 

( 1 1 2 ) l D E N T o „ s e t (plaCC) 

An output segment in the onset of a syllable and the segment's input 

correspondent must have identical Place specifications. 

We also need another constraint to prevent 'delabializing' (change of place of 

articulation or unrounding) of any [labial] segments in permissible syllables like [pu] 

or [bo]. 

( 1 1 3 ) I D E N T - I O [ F ] 

Correspondent segments have identicda values for feature [F] (no featural 

changes). 

This can be ranked lower in the hierarchy, but must dominate over O C P [ L A B ] for 

reasons shown in tableau (114). 

0 1 4 ) 

Input: /pu/ 
O C P [ L A B ] & 

NO-CODA 
iDENTonset IDENT-IO[F] O C P [ L A B ] 

a. [pu] * 

b. [pui] * ! 

c. [tu] * ! * 
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Tableau (114) shows an input with co-occurring labial featurs which is deemed 

acceptable in all four languages. We will therefore need to rank the two I DENT 

constraints higher than the O C P [ L A B ] to rule out any unnecessary deletion of labial 

feature like candidates b and c. 

With reference to co-occurrence of labial codas, the ranking used in tableaux (115) 

and (116) illustrates how the optimal candidates are chosen. 

(115) 

Input: /t u p/ O C P [ L A B ] & NO-CODA MAX-IO UNIFORMITY [ lab] I DENT Onset 

a. [tup] 
I I 

[labinab] 

* ! 

b. [tut] 

c. [put] * ! 

d. [tu] * ! 

— 

(116) 

Input: /p a p/ O C P [ L A B ] & NO-CODA M A X - I O UNIFORMITY [ lab] IDENT Onset 

a. [pap] 
I I 

[lab] [lab] 
* ! 

b. [pap] 

[lab] 
* ! 

c. [pat] 

d. [tap] * ! 

e. [pa] * ! 

... 
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Both inputs /tup/ and /pap/ are clearly ill-formed. Since we have already previously 

mentioned that labial codas do not co-occur with either labial onsets or rounded 

vowels, ruling candidates a out in both tableaux by O C P [ L A B ] & NO-CODA. In (116) 

the new candidate (b) avoids violation of OCP by a (labial) feature fusion (cf 

Fukazawa 1999) but the surface representation of [pap] is still disallowed so this will 

have to be ruled out by the uniformity constraint. Repair is certainly necessary, but 

deletion of segments (as in candidate e) or segmental reversal (as in candidate d) is 

not as optimal. However, at this stage there is no need to distinguish between the 

hierarchy of the relevant constraints M A X - I O , UNIFORMITY [lab], IDENTONSET. 

After setting the different tolerability of co-occurrence of rounded vowels among the 

four Dialects, we can see that they are very similar, if not identical, in labial 

co-occurrence restrictions. We may simply express the constraints in one general 

ranking, as stated in (117). 

n 17^ Constraint ranking for Labial Co-occurrences in all four Dialects (final) 

O C P [ L A B ] & NO-CODA » M A X - I O UNIFORMITY [lab] , iDENTonset I D E N T - I O [ F ] » 

O C P [ L A B ] 

4.2 On nasalization 

Let us first recap the Southen Min nasalization generalizations made in Chapter 2: 
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(118) (=56) 

Xiamen Quanzhou Zhangping Shantou 

NONSET + V 

(e.g. m!) 
Yes Yes Yes Yes 

NONSET + V 

(e.g.mi) 
Never Never Yes Yes 

CONSET VCEL + V 

(e.g. pT) 
Yes Yes Yes Yes 

CoNSET [+vce] + V 

(e.g. bi) 
Never Never Never Never 

V + C/NCODA 

(e.g. Tt/ Tn) 
Never Never Never Never 

NONSET + C/NCODA 

(e.g. mak/min) 
Never Never Never Yes 

It is important to reiterate our conjecture that the nasal is a floating feature that 

attaches to a morpheme. The analysis on nasality in the following section essentially 

follows that by Yip (1994, 2000). 

The table in (118) shows that nasality can surface in open syllables with voiceless 

oral onsets, e.g. [pT] (Yip 2000). At the same time, while the voiceless oral onset is 

rejects association to [nasal], contrast between [pT] and [pi] is always preserved. In 

other words, any floating [nasal] feature should be parsed wherever possible, but 

alternatively, if there is no floating [nasal] feature, no [nasal] should surface in the 

output at all. This is true in all four dialects. * N A S A L V O W E L is in place to prevent 
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nasalized vowels from surfacing from underlying representations that does not have 

[nasal] morphemes assigned. 

(119) NASVOI [nasal] [voice] 

If segment is [-voice], then it can never be [+nasal]. 

( 1 2 0 ) MAXNASAL 

Input specifications for [nasal] must have a correspondent in the output. 

( 1 2 1 ) *NASALVOWEL 

No nasalized vowels. 

In contrast, the combination of voiced oral onsets and their nasal counterparts are in 

complementary distribution, that is, voiced oral onsets only occur with oral vowels 

but not with nasalized vowels. The nasalized vowels will occur with the nasal 

counterparts of the voiced oral onsets. Given the underlying representation /bi/’ the 

entire syllable gets nasalized if the floating [nasal] morpheme is present, as the 

voiced onset licenses association with nasal. However, in order to correctly account 

for [mi] as the correct surface representations of /bi/ associated with [nasal], we need 

another constraint, SYLLABLEHARMONY, to ensure that both the onset and rime is 

nasalized. 
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( 1 2 2 ) SYLLABLEHARMONY 

All segments in the syllable must share any nasal specification. 

NASVOI mshould be ranked highest to avoid nasals being incorrectly parsed to 

voiceless oral onset, so that contrast is preserved. MAXNASAL must dominate over 

*NASALVOWEL because nasalized vowels do exist in Southern Min and ranking 

*NASALVOWEL over MAXNASAL will neutralize all nasalized vowels in the dialects. 

SYLLABLEHARMONY should rank over *NASALVOWEL but under M A X N A S A L , to 

prevent partial-association of [nasal] within the syllable. 

( 1 2 3 ) 

Input: /pi/ I N A S V O I MAXNASAL *NASALVOWEL 

a. [pi] 

b. [pT] 

(124) 

Input: /pi, [nasal]/ N A S V O I MAXNASAL • N A S A L V O W E L 

a. [pi] * ! 

b. M 

c. [mT] * ! • 
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In tableau (123), since /pi/ without an associated nasal morpheme should surface as 

is, we must have *NASALVOWEL to exclude the unwarranted nasalization of the 

vowel. NASVOI will also rule out any nasalization of the voiceless onset. However, 

when the input /pi/ is associated with a nasal morpheme, as in tableau (124), the 

nasal must be parsed to the vowel. MAXNASAL will ensure that the nasal morpheme 

is realized on the surface. Candidate (c) [mT] is naturally out since the voiceless/p/ 

cannot be parsed with the nasal. 

(125) 

Input: /bi/ N A S V O I MAXNASAL *NASALVOWEL 

a. [bi] 

b. [bT] * ! 

c. [mT] * ! 

(126) 

1 
Input: /bi, [nasal]/ N A S V O I MAXNASAL SYLHARM * N A S V O W E L 

a. [bi] * ! 

b. * ! • 

c. [mT] • 

d. [mi] * ! 

In tableaux (125) and (126), we have the input /bi/ without and with a nasal 

morpheme respectively. Since [bi] is a permissible output, *NASALVOWEL will again 

exclude any unwarranted nasalization. 
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On the other hand, in order to ensure the nasal gets realized in the latter case while 

maintaining the validity (*[bT] is a prohibited syllable in all four dialects), we need 

SYLLABLEHARMONY to have both the onset and the vowel nasalized. 

At this point, a primary ranking of N A S V O I » M A X N A S A L » SYLLABLEHARMONY » 

*NASALVOWEL is established. However, this ranking is now under serious challenge. 

As far as our data is concerned, Zhangping and Shantou Dialects seem to allow, to a 

certain extent, combinations of nasal onsets and oral vowels, and these can be 

contrastive with its nasalized vowels. Under the current proposed ranking, the 

contrast between [mi] and [mi] would have been neutralized as in (126). Since this 

occurs within the same Dialect, the constraints or the ranking would be irrelevant in 

this case. It follows that if an explanation must be provided, this would certainly 

require a revision on either the derivation of nasality among the four Dialects, or an 

in-depth investigation on the underlying representations of the two syllables, both of 

which are too uneconomical for this thesis. 

In fact, Yip (1997) has done a generalization on the nasality in a number of Southern 

Min Dialects (see Yip 1997, Section 1.1). As per her summary, the Shantou Dialect 

does allow N Q N S E T + V combinations. Yet, she also notes that the Chaozhou 

Dialect, which is very close to the Shantou Dialect, allows N Q N S E T + V combinations 

but not N O N S E T + V combinations. Due to the proximity of the dialects, it is very likely 

that a certain degree of 'integration' has taken place. With limited literature that 

comprehensively examines the phonological inventory of the Shantou Dialect, we 

shall, albeit reluctantly, view the co-occurrence of syllables like [mi] and [mf] as two 
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separate dialect systems. 

Nonetheless, we shall also see how [mi] surfaces in Chaozhou and how it is different 

from the ranking proposed in Shantou, even though Chaozhou is not exactly in our 

scope of study. 
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(127) (following the ranking by Yip 1997:176) 

Input: /bi, [nasal]/ RHYME MAX *NASAL 

HARMONY NASAL VOWELS 

a. [mi] 

b. [mi] *J 

The ranking between the two systems are largely similar, with only a slight ranking 

difference of the constraint *NASALVOWELS. Since the nasal is surfaced within the 

syllable but the rhyme remains oral, it is clear that the Dialect rejects nasalized 

vowels rather strongly, hence the discrepancy. 

We shall now extend our ranking development to the issue of codas. Referring back 

to the discussion in Section 2.3.2., it is apparent that the presence of codas restricts 

nasality within the syllable significantly. All four dialects reject nasalized vowels in 

closed syllables (whether the coda is oral or nasal), and Xiamen, Quanzhou and 

Zhangzhou Dialects also reject nasal onsets in closed syllables. 

To account for the above in the three mentioned dialects, Yip (1997) proposes the 

ranking as: NASVOI ALIGN R & L » RHYMEHARMONY, ALIGN-R » M A X N A S A L » 

ALIGN-L. 

Two new constraints are introduced here: ALIGN-L and ALIGN-R. Yip ( 1 9 9 7 ) 

proposed that this pair of alignment constraints, when conjoined together to form an 

LCC A L I G N - L & R , will replace SYLLABLEHARMONY in defining the local domain of 

the syllable. We shall further discuss the reasoning behind this substitution. 
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( 1 2 8 ) ALIGN-L(nasal , a ) 

Align left edge of featural span for [nasal] with left edge of o. 

( 1 2 9 ) ALIGN -R (nasal , o ) 

Align right edge of featural span for [nasal] with right edge of o. 

Now consider tableau (130): 

(130) Xiamen, Quanzhou and Zhangzhou Dialects 

Input: /bak, [nasal]/ || NASVOI R - H A R M ALIGN-R M A X N A S A L I G N - L 

a. [bak] • 

b. [bak] * ! 
‘ ‘ ‘ 

c. [bai]] * ! 

d. [mak] * ! 

e. [mak] * ! 

In Xiamen, Quanzhou and Zhangzhou Dialects, an input of /bak, [nasal]/ will 

undoubtedly yield an output of [bak], where the [nasal] does not surface at all, 

because of the voiceless coda. The [nasal] is only suppressed throughout the syllable 

if the [nasal] is aligned to the right. Therefore ALIGN-R » M A X N A S A L . An input of 

/pa, [nasal]/, on the contrary, will yield [pa]; the rime is nasalized even though the 

voiceless onset do not license nasalization. Therefore MAXNASAL » A L I G N - L . This 

asymmetry cannot be explained simply by SYLLABLEHARMONY, which merely 
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'demands' that all segments in the syllable must share any nasal specification, but 

does not specify alignment of the nasal morpheme. In these three dialects, the 

ranking (or the distinction) or R - H A R M and ALIGN-R is not important. 

As for the Shantou Dialect, an input of /bak, [nasal]/ will generate the output [mak]. 

The constraint ranking used for the other three languages thus needs to be fine-tuned. 

Since [nasal] is realized at the onset position even when a voiceless coda is present, 

M A X N A S A L must dominate over ALIGN-R. This can be tabulated as in (131): 

(131) Shantou Dialect 

Input: /bak, [nasal]/ NASVOI R - H A R M M A X N A S ALIGN-R A L I G N - L 

a. [bak] * ! 

b. [bak] * ! 

c. ] 

d. [mak] * ! 

e. [mak] • 

From tableaux (130) and (13”, we can see that the constraint ALIGN-R is crucial in 

distinguishing the four dialects, where in Xiamen, Quanzhou and Zhangping, nasals 

will not surface at all when a voiceless coda is present, whereas in Shantou, the nasal 

will surface in the onset position when a voiceless coda is present. 

So far, the constraint rankings for the four dialects are as follows: 
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(132) Constraint ranking for Nasalization in Xiamen, Quanzhou and Zhangping 

(provisional) 

N A S V O I » RHYMEHARMONY, A L I G N - R » MAXNASAL » ALIGN-L 

(133) Constraint ranking for Nasalization in Shantou (provisional) 

N A S V O I » RHYMEHARMONY » M A X N A S A L » A L I G N - R » A L I G N - L 

The table in (102) actually misses one nasal occurrence which is present in the four 

languages: the nasal coda. 

Now let us consider tableaux (134) and (135), which seems to illustrate incorrect 

derivations in Xiamen/ Quanzhou/ Zhangping and Shantou respectively: 

(134) Incorrect (?) derivation in the Xiamen/ Quanzhou/ Zhangping Dialects 

Input: /sab, [nasal]/ N A S V O I R - H A R M A L I G N - R M A X N A S 

a. [sap] 

b. [sam] *1 

c. [sam] 

d. [nam] *I 

e. [nam] * ! 
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(135) Incorrect (?) derivation in the Shantou Dialect 

Input: /sab, [nasal]/ N A S V O I R - H A R M M A X N A S 

a. [sap] * ! 

b. [sam] * ! 

c. [sam] 

d. [nam] * ! 

e. [nam] * ! 

Using the proposed rankings, [sam] emerges as the optimal candidate in both 

languages; however, in reality, not only is [sam] not optimal, [am] is in fact a 

prohibited combination that is cross-dialectally absent. In order to resolve this 

conflict, recall the views on nasal codas by Yip (1994, 1997) discussed in Section 

3.2.2.: she argued that "[...] nasal codas are not phonologically nasal, but simply 

codas that lack [e.g.]. Thus despite surface appearances to the contrary, both the 

non-existent [am] and [ap] would be disharmonic for nasality" (Yip 1994). Thus, it is 

actually candidate [sam], and not [sam], that violates the R H Y M E H A R M O N Y 

constraint, as the coda [m] is, in essence, not nasal. As a result, the violation asterisk 

* under RHYMEHARMONY should be put under [sam] instead: 
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(136) Derivation in the Xiamen/ Quanzhou/ Zhangping Dialects 

Input: /sab, [nasal]/ N A S V O I R-HARM ALIGN-R M A X N A S 

a. [sap] * ! 

b. [sam] 

c. [sam] * ! 

d. [nam] * ! 

e. [nam] * ! 

(137) Derivation in the Shantou Dialect 

Input: /sab, [nasal]/ 

a. [sap] 

N A S V O I R - H A R M M A X N A S Input: /sab, [nasal]/ 

a. [sap] * ! 

b. [sam] 

c. [sam] * ! 

d. [nam] * ! 

e. [nam] * ! 

Putting aside the unsolved issues in Zhangping and Shantou, the last step now is to 

rank *NASALVOWELS into these rankings. It has already been established that 

*NASALVOWELS must be ranked lower than MAXNASAL the positions o f 

*NASALVOWELS and ALIGN-L is not important as ALIGN-L only concerns the 

leftmost boundary of a syllable. What is left for our consideration at this point is 

where *NASALVOWELS stand with regard to ALIGN-R in the Shantou ranking. The 

purpose of *NASALVOWELS is to avoid the universally marked nasalized vowels; 
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however, nasalized vowels obviously exist in Southern Min under certain contexts. 

Therefore, *NASALVOWELS must be placed under ALIGN-R, SO that vowels that are 

associated with [nasal] get the opportunity to surface as [nasal] whenever possible. 

We now come to the final constraint rankings for the four dialects, three of which 

share the same ranking. The hierarchies are given below in (138a) and (138b): 

(138) a. Constraint ranking for Nasalization in Xiamen, Quanzhou and 

Zhangping Dialects (final) 

NASVOI » RHYMEHARMONY, ALIGN-R » M A X N A S A L » 

*NASALVOWELS, A L I G N - L 

b. Constraint ranking for Nasalization in Shantou Dialect (final) 

NASVOI » RHYMEHARMONY » MAXNASAL » A L I G N - R » 

*NASALVOWELS, A L I G N - L 

4.3 Summary: a Southern Min ‘Typology’ 

To summarize, the tables in (139) and (140) is a typological representation of the 

constraint rankings of the four Dialects in the labial co-occurrence and nasality 

aspects: 
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(139) Southern Min labial co-occurrence: Typology 

Constraint Ranking 

Xiamen 

Quanzhou O C P [ L A B 
MAX-I UNIFORMIT iDENTonse IDENT- IO[F O C P [ L A B 

Zhangpin 

g 

] & 
NO-CODA 0 Y [lab] t ] ] 

Shantou 

(140) Southern Min nasality: Typology 

Constraint Ranking 

Xiamen 

Quanzhou 

N A S V O I 

RHYME 

HARMONY 

A L I G N - R 

M A X 

NASALS * N A S A L 

A L I G N - L 

Zhangping 

N A S V O I 

RHYME 

HARMONY 

VOWELS 
A L I G N - L 

Shantou 
M A X 

NASALS 

A L I G N - R 
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CHAPTER 5 CONCLUSION 

5.1 Conclusion 

This thesis attempts to show that dialects in the same language are not only similar 

because of similar phonetic inventories from a layman's point of view, but also 

because they are governed by very similar phonological constraints, by examining 

phonotactic constraints in four Southern Min Dialects. The Optimality Theory 

framework has captured the phonotactic constraints observed across the four 

Dialects in a systematic manner with a set of universal constraints. By changing the 

rankings of constraints, slight differences between dialects can be easily accounted 

for, which certainly is an advantage over the autosegmental phonology. 

The thesis starts with presenting some background and inventories of four Southern 

Min Dialects. The syllables are closely examined with reference to labial 

co-occurrence and nasalization and some phonotactic observations are found: a) 

labial co-occurrences restrictions are found in all four languages; b) labial codas 

cannot co-occur with other labial segments in all four dialects; c) labial onsets occur 

freely with rounded vowels; d) co-occurrences of rounded vowels vary among the 

four dialects. Also, e) there is asymmetry of the co-occurrence of nasal onsets and 

nasalized vowels with other nasal segments, nasal onsets can only co-occur with 

nasalized vowels (with exception found in Zhangping and Shantou), nasalized 

vowels can co-occur with oral voiceless or nasal onsets; f) voiced onset do not 

co-occur with nasalized vowels; g) nasal (and oral) codas may not co-occur with any 

other nasal segments (except in Shantou Dialect), i.e. any syllable with nasalized 

segments must be open syllables. 
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With the generalizations in hand, we then review some related previous studies, 

especially those within the autosegmental framework. By applying the CV and 

syllable theories onto the phonotactic observations that have been generalized earlier, 

it is obvious that they are unable to fully account for some observations or explain 

the relationship between observations in different dialects. Also, a number of issues 

remain unexplained under this framework, such as the definition of adjacency, the 

representation of syllable structure, and whether this is necessary at all. The need and 

efficiency to formulate another (new) rule for some slight differences between the 

dialects is also questioned. This strengthens our argument that an alternative 

framework be used to establish the phonotactic constraints in these Dialects. 

In Chapter 4 we attempt to formulate relevant constraints to address different 

phonotactic occurrences, and set up the relevant rankings for each Dialect. It is 

obvious that the four dialects are very similar in rankings of constraints that govern 

co-occurrences, and with a relatively limited subset of constraints, the 

co-occurrences observed in Chapter 2 can be satisfactorily accounted for to a large 

extent. Lastly, we compare the rankings for each of the dialects and develop a 

ranking typology, and through this cross-linguistic study, our understanding of 

universal principles of syllable phonotactics is greatly enhanced. 

5.2 Residual Issues and Future Research 

Naturally, there are some issues that have not been resolved in this thesis, and these 

certainly call for further attention in order to develop a much more complete 

constraint ranking typology. For example, the co-occurrence of rounded vowels 

within a syllable is not touched upon, although it is clearly systematic. Also, the 
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inconsistency of some of the data presented here also limited our ability to capture 

the phonotactics at a higher rate of accuracy (such as the [mi]/[mT] problem in 

Shantou). Furthermore, it has been briefly mentioned that there are in fact some 

other phonotactic restrictions in Southern Min like vowel combinations pertaining to 

vowel height, but we have not included this in our discussion here. 

I propose that a field trip will certainly contribute to developing some answers for 

the above issues. I am also interested in seeing that other Southern Min sub-dialects 

be analyzed and incorporated into the framework. It would be most interesting, and 

maybe more significant, to study a relatively different Southern Min sub-dialect and 

compare the rankings to the four dialects examined here. This can be greatly 

extended to other dialects and possibly other languages, and this will certainly help 

us in understanding our languages as well as the universal principles that goven them. 
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Appendices 

Appendix A - Xiamen Syllable Chart 

Appendix B - Quanzhou Syllable Chart 

Appendix C - Zhangping Syllable Chart 

Appendix D — Shantou Syllable Chart 

The characters in the cells of the above appendices are examples of the respective 

syllable combinations. Cells in grey are combinations which do not exist. Cells with 

an asterisk (*) denote that the syllables exist, but they do not have appropriate 

characters, if any, to represent the syllable. Cells with a pound (#) denote 

onomatopoeic syllables. Shaded columns are rimes that are 'controversial', but are 

included in the charts for comprehensiveness. 
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Appendix A - Xiamen Syllable Chart 

[a] Onsets with Oral Rimes (no coda) 

i U a i a ua 0 0 io e ue iu ui ai uai au iau 

p 
pi I E * M 
m 
b 

t 
t' 
n 
1 

ts * 

t 7 
s • 
k 
k m P 
D 
g * 

h m it # A 
0 m 
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f) Onsets with Nasalized Rimes [glottal coda) 

T a ia ua 0 e 
• 

1U uT nv • 
ai 

~ • 

uai au iau m 0 

p 

p' 
m y 

b 

t 

t' 

n 

1 

ts 

ts' * 

s 

k 

k' * 

0 

g 
h 

0 1 
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(e) Onsets with Oral Rimes (glottal coda) 

ip ap iap it ut at iat uat ik ak iak ok ‘ iok 

p /LiiN * 

m 

b KHJi 

t * 

t 

n 

1 

ts 
ts' 
s * * 

k 

k . i 

D 

g III 
D 

g III 

h y n \ 

0 M 
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(e) Onsets with Oral Rimes (glottal coda) 
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(e) Onsets with Oral Rimes (glottal coda) 

i? U? a? ia? ua? 0? 0? io? e? ue? iu? ui? uai? au? iau? 

p * 

p 
m 
b * 

t * * * * 

t' * 

n 
1 

ts IX * • * 
s. 
s • 

k * • * 
k. * * * 

J L g -. ..’ 

1 
- , . -J L g -. ..’ 

h * * 

0 * # s s 
•iCi 
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f) Onsets with Nasalized Rimes [glottal coda) 

1 a ia 0 e ue uai au lau m 0 
p * 

p # 
m * 

b 

t 

t' 

n 

1 

ts 

ts 

s • 

k 

k. 

D • 

g 
h * * * 

0 # 
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Appendix B — Quanzhou Syllable Chart 

(a) Onsets with Oral Rimes (no coda) 

i U a ia ua 0 0 io 9 e ue UI iu ui ai uai au iau 

p 

p H 
m 

b III till! 

t 

t' I I • 
n 

1 

ts N 

ts 

s 

k 

k' • 
D 

g • • 
h « 
0 
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f) Onsets with Nasalized Rimes [glottal coda) 

T a 
• 

la ua 0 e 1U uT • 
ai uai iau m 

p • 

p 
m 

b 

t 

t 

n 

1 

ts 

ts • * 

s 

k 

k' 

0 

g 
h • 
0 
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(c Onsets with Oral Rimes (oral coda] 

ip ap iap it ut at iat uat ak iak ok iok 

p 

p * 

m 

b 

t 

t' ' 
n 

1 « r -

ts 

ts' 

s 

k 

k. 

0 

g 
h 

/ 1 k N 
0 
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(e) Onsets with Oral Rimes (glottal coda) 

im am iam am in un an ian uan i«3 iai] uai] 3D ioi] 

p jiK. 

p 
m 

b 

t 

t' 

n 

1 

ts 

ts’ 

s * 

k 

k 

D 

g B 
h 

Z 

0 * 
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(e) Onsets with Oral Rimes (glottal coda) 

i? U ? a? ia? ua? 0 ? 0 ? io? 3? e ? ue? UI? iu? ui? au? iau? 

p • m 
p' • m m 
m 

b • 
t 

t' * 

n 

1 • • * 

ts JX 
ts' • • 
s * • 
k * * 

k * * 

0 

g m 
h * • * 

0 m m 
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f) Onsets with Nasalized Rimes [glottal coda) 

T a 
• ~ la 5? e 

• ~ 1U Akt • 
U1 

ai 
uai 

au 
iau 

m 

p * 

p * 

m 

b 
t * • 

t. 

n * * 

1 
ts 

ts' 

s * * • 

k • 

k. 

0 * 

g 
h * * • * 

0 + * 
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Appendix C - Zhangping Syllable Chart 

(a) Onsets with Oral Rimes (no coda) 

i U a ia ua 0 io ie ue ei ui ai uai au iau 0U iU 

p 
p 
m 

b J \ \\ ' 
t 

t' 
n ~ -

1 

ts MM 
ts * 

s 

k 

k’ 

0 

g 
* 

h 

0 t§5 * 
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f) Onsets with Nasalized Rimes [glottal coda) 

T a 
• 
la ua 

• ~ le ei uT 
~ • ai uai iau m 

p 

p /rttJ • 
m • 
b 

t * 

t * 

n D * 

1 

ts /) 
ts' 

s * 

k 

k * * 

0 • 

g 
h J\U 

* 

0 # • • 
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(e) Onsets with Oral Rimes (glottal coda) 

ip lap it ut at iat uat ik ak iak uak ok iok 

p 

p 
m 

b 

t 

t 
n 
1 f,: 

ts 

ts. * 

s pt̂  /Tlrl 
k 

k' * -

g * ft 
h 

| 0 
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(e) Onsets with Oral Rimes (glottal coda) 

im am iam in un an ian uan ao iaq uao 00 ioi] 

p * 

pi * 

m 

b * 

t 

t' * 

n 

1 

ts 7K 
ts. 

s 

k 

k. . 
D 

g 
h 

0 
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Appendix D — Shantou Syllable Chart 

a) Onsets with Oral Rimes [no coda) 

1 U a la ua 0 0 1 0U io e ue U1 iu ui ai uai au iau 

p 
r=t=r * 

p' H * 

m 

b y) 

t 

t ' m # 
n * 

M 

1 * * 

t s 

ts' 

s 

z * * * 

k m 
k ' 

0 

g 
• =E 

O P # 
h 

0 •/ 
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f) Onsets with Nasalized Rimes [glottal coda) 

1 
T a • ~ la ua 6 • 

10 
e 

ue 
• ~ . • m lU uT ai uai iau au 01 0U 

m D 

p y///. 

D 

pi m 
m m 
b m 
t m 

EQ 

t m 
n * 

_ 
1 • / 

' 
ts 

ts 

s • 
z 

k . 
k • * 

: 

g 
h • * * 

0 * • * 
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(e) Onsets with Oral Rimes (glottal coda) 

ip ap op iap ik uk ak iak uak ok iok ek vk nik 
_ 

p 

p * * y/y// 
m 

b 

t 

t' 

n . 
1 r,: * : 

ts * 

ts' ffi 
s M * 

z / /// y 
k * * * 

k. • 

D / * 
1 / 

g * 

h 

0 m . 
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(e) Onsets with Oral Rimes (glottal coda) 

(d) im am iam om ii] ai] iag uai] 00 ioq eo Y1] IUI] 

P 
n 

N 

P 
m 

b 

t 

t’ 

n 

1 / 
/ . 

V * . 

ts : 
ts' 

s ::::: 
z 

k . 

k : 

0 

g M 
h ' : 
0 / 
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(e) Onsets with Oral Rimes (glottal coda) 

1 ( e ) 
i ? U ? a? ia? ua? 0 ? io? e ? ue? UI? iu? ai? au? iau? o i? 

P 
* * • 

pi * * • # 
m * 

b 

t 
* • * * 

t’ • • 

n * * * • 

1 * * 

ts * * 

ts * * * * * * 

s * * * # 
z * 

k * * • * 

k. * * * • 

t) * 

g 

h * * * 

0 * * * * • 
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f) Onsets with Nasalized Rimes [glottal coda) 

T? J a ? ua? e ? _ iu? ai? uai? au? iau? 
"7, 

m ? 

p 

p m 
m m 
b _ 
t 

.• y / • ‘ y / 

.- |P 

t' B . 
"V/ ' 

n " ‘‘ 
M 

1 m 0 - ' j / _ _ 
‘ ‘ 

1 
ts (. 

/ / / / / . 7//," 
_ 

ts' P - m _ .,. ' /. m 

s 

z 

• / // 
//A. w 

s 

z ^ . • / • 
/ • - -

k y'/“ 
W///. 

i 
k / … / y "v 

,7 • 
D Mil / / ^ * 7/"/ 

g / / 
h • * ‘ 

+ “ < 

• * * / ‘ * 

0 * * . ' • 1 
* * * • B 
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